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Project Supmary: flome Visiting_Wifh aridly Day Care Providers

Despite the fact that private, unlicensed family day care has
long provid'ecithe major portion of non-relalive, out-of-home child

i

care, it has not been until the last 'decade that.it has' gained
recognition as a "leg timate" form ot child care bAliday care
advocats. With their increasing recognition of lIs prevalence,

i many parent:consumers and Rrofessionals want to develop training-
support systems cOngrue0 Fith the particular circumstances of
home-based child;care. 1

fm/

This project is a outgrowth of that concern. In eXploring one
favored means of suppo -t found among-agency-sponsored family day
care systems in Mass4-husetts, home'visiting, this project clarifies
the benefits as wel ,as the difficulties embedded in"this'form of
training-support: j als6 dellneates each of the provider and .

visitor roles as p ceived by those so emplbyed, and ltighlights areas
of agreement and sagreement among and between them vis-a-vis those -

roles. Thus, th needs of providersand how they are, or are not,
being met, are p npointed.

r

. .

. Without aeltually assessing the behavior of providers 'and visitors,'
,

ads project pkes.the preliminary step 3f exploring attitudes. What
do providersi6nd visitora believe they oUght to do,_and how.well do
they see themselves achieving these goals in actuality? How well are-
the terms in which they strive to fulfill their gdals and perceive their
responsibilities clear and shared? .

Twenty-two-family day ,care providers and twelve home visitors from
sevpn Massachusetts agency-sponsored family day care systems completed
2-part questionnaires.investigating their perceptions of their ciwn
and each other's ideal and actual "on the job" behavior. Provider-
questionnaire items focused on (1) physical environment of home,
personal possessions, routine; (2) materials and activities and (3)
interpersonal relatibpships. -Visit6r-questionnaire items focused on_
(1) frequency and duration of visits; (2) visitor roles; administrator-
liaison, consultant, .model-educatiOnal,aide , relief; (3) interaction
during visitsl (4) process of v.isits; (5) nature of feedback. ill

adition, semi-structured ihtexwiews explored providers'rviews 6,0
'adjustments wibin.the hoTe and with family and neighborb, their
relapionships with natural parents,,4their\elationship with vitors.,
an'd their feelings about their work. Visitors,were asiced about their
role's evolution, its objectives, problem-solving .1.7ith providers, and '

their feelings about their work.
I

a
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Questionnaire results 4uggest that providers.and visitovi, for
the majority of items, share perceptions of the'ideal provider and the
ideal visitor, and of the actual provf4er an &actual visitor. However,
around several specific issues, such as the:visitor's role as
occasionaf basbysitter or the degree oT sCaring among children to be
encouraged, there is disagreement between providers and visitors.
A detailed results and discussion section elaborites on these and
other findinjv and recommendations are offered aa to how yisitors/
mightbetter accommodate the providers' needs and preferencet.

The crux of the problem for both providers and visitors;is flows
to act as teachers and as learners, without/setting up authoritarian,
hierarchical relationships with each other.'

r . -
Visitors tend tt see themselves as "resource" persons, rather than

as experts in early childhood education or.management, or in
.communicqion skills; yet they want to"learn how to widen the providers'
perspectives without undermining thecompetence providers already have.
Providers tend to peYceive themselft.s, as-"family day care.mothers"
rather than as "family day caA teachers,"'and yet they want to become
more aware of the educationaljmpAct they have on their charges.
Finally,, both are eager to increase the amount of'positiVe and negative
feedback they feel towards each other.

This 94 Page report, wAch includes the 49 item questionnaire,
is of relevance to those interested in the .care and education pf young
children, to those interested in,the nature of agency-sponsored family
day care and.in'this in:service .training modality with "para-
professionals,"-and.to those invested in supporting,family day care
as a viable source of quality, noE custodial, day. care.
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Introduction

'Private Family'Day Care

Family day care is finally losing itik invisibility to the day care

consumer public and to governmental, educational, and service institu-

tions. Despite the fact that private, unlicensed family day care has

long provided.the major portibn of non-relative, out-of-home child care,

it has not been until the last decade that it has gained recognition as

a 'legitimate" form of,child care by day care advocates,(Collins, 1969, :

Folier, 1966, Sale, 1971). Its relative advantages ndw both compete wiO,

and, In "mixed" systems, complement those of center:-based carewhich for

to6 long dominated thinking as the only-viable setting for quality child

care.

Certainly, there lingers among some 'professional's and parents dis-

dain for or at least doubts about'- the competence.of unsupervised

caregivers. Yet demonstration Oojects in California (Sale, J, and

Torres, Y., 1971) and Oregon (Colllns; A., 1973) have attested to the

,c,undness of typical naturally-evolved networks ahd private family day

eare Arrangements:

Family day care is a creative social achievement. For both
the caregiver and care user it is an-adaptation of family
_life. For the working mother it is a way of acquiring an
'extended' family within the neighborhood, with kith, though not
with kin, while for the cayegiver it involves a modest and
manageabl'e expansion and modification of famjly life. Family
day care is workable becatIse for.neither, party does it require
radical dppartures from ordinary behavior, experience, talents, .

or' motivations. (Emlen, 1972, p. 31)

Exploring'Forms of Suppc,Pt for Providers

' Even for those who praise existing famlly day care, there js a con-.
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cern, shared by most people ieolved with family day.care,.about how to

de;elop information-referral, and training-support systems congruent with

the particular circumstances present in home-centered care'. Opinions
)

vary about the extent to.which such services might interfere with, ratiiier

thanzstrengthen, family day care relationships. It is possible that some

day'care providers might find outside attention, intruSive; or regard

offers to train them as a disparagement of their child carinaabilities.

Private caregivers' interest in becoming professionalized and.the actual

effectiveness of training and its impact on the lives of children in the

day care home are undetermined. State authoritie's'are also debating these

issuestis they strive to deteTine standards-lnd the degree of regulation '

appropriate to this forril of day care, be it via licensing, registration,

or purely supportive models. (Morgan, 1974)

On both fronts, 'a key obstacle to'planning for complementpry services

is the fact that no. more thah ten per cent of day care homes, nationally,

are estimated to bp licensed (Morgan,,1974). ihe importance of making

good care %available has been stymied by,a dearth,df knowledge about:the

identity of these providers and the needs and aims they percetve; 'the

preferences and expectations of ,cqnsumers; and the incentives needed to

engage possibly isolated caregivrs in a wider network of their colleagues

and of their community resources. 'There are broad questions not only

about the strategies pf support, but also about the match between agency

methods and objectiveswith providers' felt needs and intentions.

.Several research,ek have begun to clarify these issues, often

learning by collaborating with family day care providers ether throUgh

direct services;'training and field worker visits (Denver), volunteer

relief, toy libraries,,and opportunities for group social 'and educational

meetings (Pacific Oaks, California), establishmentcof day care parent-

natural. parent "gathering places." (Tompkins County, N.Y.) . or.through

indirect consultation with neighborhood caregivers whothemselves have

already functioned as legding facilitators of local day care arrangements

(Portland, Oregon). 'The manner of introducing a'service has been as sen

sitive an.issue as the actual content of that service, sinte ihe format

Akkk



impricitly communicates an attitude on behalf of the sponsors.- At its,N

worst, it fs paternalistic, while, in other instances, it is respectful

regard. The discovery by these programs of day care providers.who them-
'

selves`are tryi;g tu find relevant ways of having their concerns met and

their idea expanded has been crucial for their success,

Agency Sponsored Family,Day Care Systems

Only a few_investigators have studcied agency-sponsored family day

care systems (Emlen, 1972). In the search for more effective, efficient

ways of .reaching out to providers,.aspects of these systems may,offer

--Models for facilitating and maintaining quality child care.

Participation in a system has numerous advantages, although it is

true that for some providers who prefer to make their own private arrange-

ments, the benefits are not self-evident, and could in fact be perceived

.as cbnstraints. At face value, simply im terms of the availability of

SuperviSory and community resources, systems can offer immediate support

to the provider'whO finds herself wantilog, for example, concrete advice,

aadditionql training, materi-als, emergency substitutes, or opportunities to

elaborate her ideas with fellow caregivers. Administrative agencies

recruit, select, match, train, and consult to ongoing family day care

'providers. Belonging to a system can cteate for the provider a community

of people who share her concerns and interests.-
.

Massachusetts' Systems

In Massachusetts, there are approXjmately ten such .sy.stems,that

have operated for about two to four years. All are non-profit'organizations

änd,most depend on the Department of Public Welfare for the bulk of their

family day care funds. Federal matching funds purchase services for a

restricted population; families who are current, past, or potential
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welfare recipients (Urich, 1972). Children become eligible for a family

day care placement if their parents are working, in training programs, or

foT "casewbrk" reasons referred. As the largest consUmer, Welfare can

dictate the specifications of service for example, by limiting the num-

ber of children per home and by setting wage ceilings for. providers.

Agency-governed family day care is thus tailored for a low-,i/pcome clientele

andjor somewhat higher income providers, for whom the possibility of only

a small financial .compensation does not necessarily detract frovii the other

gains accrued through taking on the job, such as companionship for one's

own children, seIf-esteem by performing s, valuable social service, or

access to enriched adult contact and social-educational opportunities.

Non-ODE fSmilies, in the process of improving their own economic

status, may find daY care systems botLclosed to them and stigmatizing.

Reciprocally; efforts to recruit AFDC recipients as family day care

providers have flOundered in part because taking in the pittance earned

as a caregiver in all likelihood could jeopardize their total,Welfare

allotment or because their homes do not vet licensing housing 'standards.

(Rroviders in 'Mass. systems typically earn $22.50/week pet:' child, which

comes to $3-4 a daY, for an 8710 hour day, after food and incidentals

are deducted from the weekly amount Urich,-1972, p. 71). The underlying

structure of aency sponsored family day care carries inherent within it

the seeds of cultural and class value conflicts, hut also the possibility

of mutually satisfying arrangements and resolutions,

Home Visiting

One fa'voreel means employed by Massachusets.family day care systems

to encourage continuous agency-provider communicationAs home visiting.

Ordinarily, visits'are made at least once a month by W Ataff member,

dubbed "educational aide," "social worker," "field worker," or "home

visifor." Each title suggest a,sTightly diGliplat emphasis as to the pur-

pose of visits and as to the degree of planning or spontaneity that goes



into them. A visitor may interpret her fundamental duty is to enhance )
/

cognitive stimulation of the children by demonstrating to the provider
.

1

and her charges the use of special or housetiold materials in tasks suitk

to the differing developmental needs of each youngster. Or, she may

arrive re Ularly ready to listen to the provider's own feelings about herIg

relationsh ps with the natural parents, her children, her job. Or, she

may see herself as a consultant, suggesting practical, alternative ways

of working with difficult children or situations or providing the care-

giver with information related to daily routine (nutrition, .community

service referrals). At its best, what cuts across the latitude among visits.

is the reminder the visit presents to the provider of, the constantly

available agency ba_ck-up and interest in her work. Home visits'Aan be an

area in which providers feel they are beihg taken seriously and having
\ 1

their needs as Well as C,e up's and down's of child-rearing acknowledged,

shared, and acted upon.

Like the multiple hats worn by home visitors are the identities care-

givers'also must struggle to define; "day care teacher," "'-'day-care provider,"

"day care mother." Given the confusion or conflict providers may ex-
/

perience about their 4mage and their priorities, and given a parallel .

sense of va eness by the home visitor as to how to adequately support .

individual providers, it ee3s likely that some pairs wilt have difficulty,

especialls% at the start, fii-sharing a similar frame of reference. Good-

hearted home visitors might be politely to*ated, cautiously approached,

or Warmly greeted, depending in part on the degree to which the provider

has an idea of what to expect from the home visitor and what is expected

IT her by the home visitor. Made awkward by vague or unstated goals, they

work to make the best use of their time togeiher. Home visiting Can become

either a significant or superfluous dimension.of the support system.

What must be weighed in a field of scarce financial resources are the

unique and irreplaceable offerings of home visits versus the alternative_-

meetings that could be equally as useful and more economical. Also, the un-

intended consequences of home visit's muSt be considered, for An a nation that

does not reward child care workers, the recognition,given bx visits might

be an immeasurable source of pride for providers.

,
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Evaluating Attitudes Towards and Effectiveness of Home Visits

It could be viewed as a measure of sOccess Oat of twenty-NO family

day care providers in a 1972 Massachusetts Family Day Care Study, eighteen
,

expressed staisfaction with the'frequency,of visits regardless of whether

7,---4ey had few owany (Urich 1972, p. .86). But for agencies under pressure

to meet fhe needs orproviders, uphold standards, and allot staff time,

such global satisfaction could be quite deceptive for a critical review

and planning, if the speCifics of home visiting were not taken into

account. It is critical for systems committed to home'vissiting to assess.

its actual virtues and limitations. -Agena,-tespay'e*ouse Ohat'they

assume to be the objectives and consequences Of home yisiting, bUt this ch

only be verified by information from the provider and"vtsit*.pairs.

What are their personal attitudes towards and understanding of their'

roles in relation to each other:and how do they themselves actually create

and carry out their own work roles? After discovering their differences

as well as their common Found, pairs would be in a position wherein

together they could experiment with methods of achieving shared purpoces.

An atmosphere of'suCh honesty would-be consistent with their ability to

accept each other's ideas as legitimate and with their freedom to make

mistakes. Home visiting thus may be.viewed as an endeavor in problem-

solving. Both provider and visitorcan collaborate to decide upon new

strategies regarding the many responsibilities,a provider has.

Perception of Behavior, Ideal and. Actual

The intent of this project, then, has been to bring olit the percep-

tions providers and visitors have ofctheir own and each other's ideal

and actual behavior. Such perceptions are likely influepced by the person-

ality of each, by their cultural values, and by the.nature of their day

care system and home. To say how providers see'the visitor's purpose and

pe-rformance is to say something about the providers themselves and vice

versa.. Providers have images of the ideal visitor and of how they see

2
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, themselvei in relation to that"visitor.. These perceptions 4re luture-

19_

"I

7

sdriented in that they giVe the visitorsor providers directions for inter-

acting with*each other; ,--An image.oT 'a person As ones,definition of
hiM or her as an object of one's own. actiOn Or potential action" (Hess, 2

pp167=p),.. jhese images represent,the,provlders':needs and

wishes, as well as flOw the NisitorcoOd or does fulfill those'very needs

and wishes. .They are also the correlative to-knowing 'what they attu,ally

do apart and in the presence of each other.'

,

Agreement Among and-Between Providers'and Visitors

Having to interact frequently with each oti,le t4iders and visitors

,over time are likely io make mutual adjustments.'Whbw fhey see each 4

other by altering their perceptions.and/or behavior. Although never ab-

sOlutefy congraent, congruence between how a provider sees herself .and

how the visitor sees her is what is sought,.in terms of both ideal and

,.actbdrbehavior.

ncongrpity may exist visa vis how each sees herself ideally and

.how the other wants her to be. Or it can be between how eacifsees herself
A in actUality and how another wants her to be. Or, it can,emerge from the
41.

discrepancy between how a person sees what is desirable 4nd how close or

far she lives up to those ideals.

Incongruity in 4ny of these 'forms does not necessarily imply discord',

between persons (providers and visitors), since persons in relationship

may tolerate varying degrees of disagreement, wtthout feeling in conflict,

misunderstood, or frustrated. Sometimes incongruent images are, in-fact;

complementary, and may,thus'be felt as satisfactory despite differences.

, Fôr extmple, a visitor who like Mesy Play projects may' work well (and

be the "ideal") with a moreestrained provider. The issue is not simply

:show congruent are their perceptions'of each other, but also, how acceptable

4re differences between providers and visitors.

3



' Project Intent

In explorin6 these perceptions of behavior, then, this project hopes

10 stimulate discussion and thoUght over how much Corisensus or di\lergenc

there is betweeri and amtm a-gency-sponsored providers and visitors in

terms of their actual and ideal views of their own and each other's'

beh'avior in these roles. Without actually assessing the behavior of .,

!providers andi'visitors, this pro)ect takes the preliminary step of exploring

attitudes through interviews'and questionnaire measures. Whilt do providers

and visitors believe they-ought to do, and,how well do-they see themselves

achieving those goals in actuality.? How well are the,terms in which they

strive to fulfill their goals and perceive,their responSibilities clear and

shared? ,..Flopefully this project's results will contribute to defining how
.

.
. .

. ,

providers'themselves evaluate the home visitor component, as well as help

c

,

to, rticulate patterns across'se'Veral family day care systems.,
.

.5 1.

*NO

p.



Procedu.re

Nine Boston area family-day care systems were initially contacted e.

by phone and presented with a broad description of the project and a

query as to their willingness:to participate': All the visitors or super-

visors spoken with encouraged further development of the proposal and a

resumption of planning with them at its completion. After three weeks,

9

another series of phone calls were made ps well as two in-person meeting
/-

with visitors from onejtgency. The anticipated sample chardcteristics and

the.nature of the interview-questfonnaire measures being designed were

delineated.. Two agencies at this point decided not to participate, while

recommendations were suggested by two other agencies for modification of

the measures which later were adopted.* Two weeks later, the seven agencies.

received an outline-of the project and a statement of human rights assurances.

All agencies were promised copies of the comprehensive final report; two

agencies which eventually volunteered proportionately more participants:

agreed to participate on the condition that they receive mini-reports

specific to their system, in addition to the final report.

Agencies were encouraged to develop a sample pool of providers who ,

cared for pre-school age children and had at least six monfhs exvilence.

They were next instructed to randomly-select, for each ortheir partici-
,

pating visitors, two providers from the,pool. ** ,The liason person in all

but one agency stated he or she had coMplied with this procedure. TheY them-

selves phoned or as in'two agencies,, wrote letters, seeking provider's

cooperation. The final list of-names was forwarded to Or researcher, whQ

* These'suggestions included an extension of the interview length,
a-limit to questionnaire items, and the exclus.lon of observations.or tape'
recordings from the methodology.

** Because of the sparsity of visitors in each system, visitors were -

selected non-randomly, and all who tndicated intetest in participating did io.

k.
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'then introduced herself to the providers over the phone, set up appoint-

ments,.and mailed out.questionriafres relating to the providers' and visitors'

roles, to be completed .if possible prior to her arriVal.

The sample distribution WaS as follows: \.

agency %
agency 2
agency 3
agency 4
agency 5 ,

agency 6
agency 7

,..

PROVIDERS ^VISITORS

2 1
2 1

2 1 ,s

2 1

2 1

4' .
8 (team A: 6)

2

5 (team A: 3)

.

(team J3: 2) (team B: 2) .

Total: 22 providers 12 visitors

Many of these agencies received support from the United Fund And three

were social work agencies under Catholic auspices. One was a creation of

a public housing tenants' group, another a professionallY.run agenty

able tg serve middle and upper income clientele, and two, multi-service

community organizations (Mich, 1972).

Interviews with providersjook place fn 'their homes for one to two ,

hours, betWeen 8 A.M. 6_13.M.; children, either the providers own

or day care,.were typically present.* In the majority of cases, question-

naires had been completed'prior to he interview session and were Collected

followfng the interview;-however, all participants had'the option of answering

the questionnaire with the researcher present; 'and several did so.

.The 34- interviews were held during April and May of .1974.

Measures

The questionnaire consisted of two parts. Par't I, on the family day

* One system's representatives (1 visitor,1 providers) were interviewed
by telephone because of last minute .scheduling difficulties.



care prvider's role, had:24 items Which; although not presented to the

.parOciPants in such groupings, focused on: Orthe ordering of timeand

space within the home vis-a-kds.physical environment, personal posseslions,

and the routine, (2) materials and activities, and (e) interpersonal

relationsklips. Both provaiflers and visitors filled out this questionnaire

twice, indicatlng first how often or how much a behzivior occurs under

current, actual circumstances, and second, how oftlen or how- much the same

behavior ought to occur, on the provider's behalf, under ideal circum-

stances'. There were three choices per item, ordered from "most to least"

. in terms of frequency or .extent of behavior. Participants were instructed

to answer twice, item by item, and the format lentlitself to such "simul-

taneous" responding. For example:

r
15. How often does the day

. care provider read to
the children?

ACTUAL IDEAL

.almost every day almost evO-y day

several timesiweek sever,a1 times/week

not that often not that often

Part II, on the home visitor's role, had 25 items, in the same

-- Actual-Ideal format, and filled *out by both providers and visitors.

Items tapped,the areas of (1) frequency and duration of visits, (2) visitor

roles: administrator-liason, consultant, model.-educational aide, and

relief, (3) interaction during visits; (4) proces of visits,.and (5)

nature of feedback. An example of-an item exploring the visitor's role

is as follows.

-ql
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18. How often does the
viSitoir suggest ways or
show you how to 1A'e whaf
you have around-the (house
for toys or fOr educational
materials?

ACTUAL

"almost every visit

some visits

shardly ever

IDEAL

almost every vjsit

some visits

hardly ever

Brief backgroii information was collected at the start of each
* ,

interView, relating to the provide'rs', visitor/', natural parents', and

children's age, race, sex and additiOnal 'pertinent-characteristics

which are disprayed 'in the sample profile section of this report.

Interviews were selpi-tructured. racb provider was asked about:.

(1) adjustment within the home, i:e., own children's, relative's,

spouse's, neighbor's, and provider's own reactions to taking in children

a-nd the visitor's awaienfss of these adjustments; (2) proNi.ider's relation-

ship with natural parents, i.e., expectations of each other, earry-ovar

between homes, differences of opinion and hor resolved, advice,.to_pro-

viders in dealing with parents,'°and'visitor's intervention;'(3) provider's

views of their visitors, i.e.,'evolution of visit content, favorite aspects

of visits, diagreements'and how resolved, advice; (4) how providers'...1spe

their role, i.e. isolation, benefits and satisfactions of the job, tips
L.

for -new providers. ..

Each visitor wa's interviewed in regard to his/her initial assumptions /

about the role and changes over time in defining and fulfilling .goals,

expeciations between providers and visitors, disagreements, problem-

solving, needs of home visitors and adOce to novice visitors.'

1 4,



- Sample Profile

averNoe AGE
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59

SEX

male
female

RACE
(31ack

White
Other

ProViders

11'14 18%
J1 50%

6

1 ( 5%

22 (100%)

18 g2fl
1 ( 4%)

Visitors

8 (66%)
2 (17%)
2 (17%)
0,

1 (-9%)
11 (91%)

10 g%
, 0

13

-) HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
m high school (uncompleted) 2 ( 9%)

high school (completed) 10 (45%)
additional tnaining/some college 8 (37%)
college degree 0 ,

some graduate work 2 ,( 9%)
Master's degree 0

0

0 .

4 (33%)
4 (33%)
0
4 (33%)

PREVIOUS WORK EXPERIENCE*
no previouSmork (parenting)
unskilled (factory, service)
skilled (technician)

\ professional

-1427-%)

11 (50%).
2 ( 9%)

3 (25%)
0
3 (25%)
6 (50%)

LENGTH OF TIME IN CURRENT POSITION-
average number of months 23.0 months

MARITAL STATUS**
married
single
separated
divorced
unknown

17.5 months

Providers*** Natural Parents Visitors
I5 (68) 14 (29%) -. .7 --(-5did not
2 . 12, identify them-
2 32% 9 71% selves as.parents,
3 10 but marital status
0 3 . unknown.)

* Visitors were only asked about previous child-related work. Two
providers had been foster pai-ents. Two visitors had beep providers.

**. Providers -are the source of information on the natural pareng.
.

Married providers designated their huSbands as head of households while
-the remainder designated themselves, andAry 3 cases, AFDC. ,Hu;bands'
occupations'cluStered in managerial and professional categOries.

***. .All providers were parents with,an average of 3 children of theirvown

,
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OCCUPATION OF NATURAL PARENTS
mork,
school
home

Co.

; Natural Parents
40
A ( 8%Y
4 ( 8%)

NATURE OF. WORK*

unskilled (factory, ser,/ice)
skilled (office, technician)
professional
unknown

1

n 4 10%)
H24 60%).

, 1 5 13%)
7 17%)

,

DISTANCE BETWEEN PROVIDER'S AND PARENT'S .0ME

5 minutes or less
10-15 minutes
20-40 minutes

CHILDREN IN FAMILY DAY CARE
average number/day care group
total number in the 22 groups
average length of stay in

current day care home
average amount of time per

day in group

'9 cases (40%) walking
20 cases (41%) driving/public

cases ,(19) driving/public
11 ,

Day dare Children' Provider's Own
1.3

56 children 29 children

months

7.3 h1 ours

;

average AGE
3 years or younger
4-6 years
7 years
8-12 years

SEX
boys
girls

siblings

'RACE
Black
White

Spanish
Other

3.0 yea rs

32 (57%)
20 (36%)
4 ( 117%)

5.5 hours

trans.

trans.

4.0 years
10 (34%)
11 (38%)
3 (11%)
5 (17%)

30. (4%) no information
26 (16%) no information

. 1

8 pars. (28%) 17 of 29 childreri (58'%)
!

1

4 (14%)
24 (83%)

1 ( 3%)

* Figures based on estimations offered by the providers.

,** The average age of all the providers' children, whether'or not the
providers consider them part of the day care group is 10.4 years old,
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Sumary

The typical provider is 'a whiste, tharrie0, middle income* woman With

three children of her own, who cares for an"averalekif 2.5 day-care chIldpen,

for 7.3 hours/day. 1.3 of her own children are part of the-groUp for

5.5 hours a day, according to the providers' estimations. The cbildren

are typically from 3-4 years old. Placem'ènts are ,quite stable and siblings

can be accomodated.

. 'The family day care children most often come from single parent,

low to'middle income families, wholive not in the imediate)ricinity

of the provider's home, but typically, at least ten minutes travelling

time. away. The overwhelming majority of their parents are working,

frequently in skilled jobs.

1.(sitors are significantly younger and more educated than-providers,'

but matched as to ethnic background. At least half.the visitors are also

parents.
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Limits of the Questtonpaire

There Is a consistently high correlatio9,between the views of

pr viders and of visitors vis-a-vis the Ideal and ctti,a1 scores of those

sant persons. This indicates the questionnaire is 'tapping some real phensOmena

rela ed to family day care and is an instrument producing valid results.

However, the design of the questionnaire has its strengths and weak-

ness s, some common to questionnaires themselves, others specific to this

questionnaire. Participants, in sharing their ideal and actual perceptions

of th mselves and of each other, may have misrepresented their true attitudes

in or er to presdnt the most socially desirable picture of themselves.

They may have tried to second guess their visitor or provider in order to

give the impression of greater agreement about ideals or about actuals

than in reality, exists. Visjtors may have l'ad to guess' in order to asseSs

the provider's actual behavior patterns to which they ordinarily are not

privy. .Finally, all records of actual behayior are baSed only on what

participants report they do.

The design also creates apparent contradictions as on those items

in which overall., between providers and visitors there are shared4deal

and actual perceptions, and yet among visitors there may be dissatiSfaction
t

with the way in which providers are approximating Visitor-defined ideals.

-As-to the items "themselves, results derived from them can notbe

taken too literally nor can they be considered a precise meaSure. The three

choices per item, althbugh a workable degree of breakdown'per item, are in

some cases worded broadly, such that clear behavioral distinctions are

not made. The range of choice's from 1-3 also demands looking at the dif-

ferent meanings an average of 1.62 vs. 1.92 have. Obviously, participant's,

were able, by some personal criteria, to discriminate between "almost

every day" and "several times a week.' 3ecause no direct observations

were.madeof either homes or visits, the exact meaning of these preferences

remains unknown:'

tecause the wording of'items was meantjo yield a direction, rather

than a rigorous quantification of daify felfekperience and behavior,

(
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participants may have'exaggerated their responses in order to match them

with the best pcAsible chkice.
N

The questionnaire; in part modelled after, and for puelve of the pro-

vider role items, mirroring, aspects of the Home State Environment Scaler-
(which does not look'it both ideal and actu4i.), has some items that,

in retrospect, olfered choices that may not have.been the most appropriate
for the phenomena being assessed. Participants occasionally qualified

their selections by interjecting or writing in that their ideal ansWers

"depends on the children, age," or "depends on the provider" or "depends

on home situation." Paricipants hesitated in making what seemed like

"rules" for each other, setting measurable standards tor each other, and
'for themselves; they did not want to presentThlist of expectations that

did not take into account the particular situation of any One day care

home. Interviews were included to encourage participants to share their

attitudes in greater depth.

Certainly i few item choices can be faulted in that they do not

discriminate, highly among participants (produce skewed distributions) or

in that the constructs (e.g., affection, security, identity) from which

they were derived are not very "visible" or easily interpretable.

As to the conclusions derived from statistical procedures, the-randomly

selected sample should make the results generalizable to other members of

these participating family day care systems. However, the sparsity of

persons actually representing each agency makes it somewhat untrustworthy

to draw definitive conclusions about pairs other than those actually

sampled. Also, statistical significance or non stgnificance is based on

a small sample stze (22 providers, 12 visitors) which makes statistical

conclusions of nonsignificance possibly a reduction of what may truly be

actual differences worthy of further consideration.

TOsluestionnaire is simply meant primarily, to locate points of

dissension as well as of agreement, and secondarily, to provide visitors

and providers with rough sketches of themselves. The questionnaire

results are thus intended to provoke re-consideration of issues worthy of

greater investigation and to help participants in the process of defining

their objectiv.es and,expectapons. In some instances, "needs" and priorities

have been'clarified to those who wish to'support day care providers.
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(c7A

family_ Day Care .Provider Role - Results

101
I. Prpviders' Views of the Ideal Provi

6rA) The ordering of time and space.. in the home

1. Physical Environment Table 1 shows the distribution of provider

responses to items 1, 3, 4, and 5.

TABLE 1 - Items relating to physical environment

.7. Where do you permit the children to spread out their toys and
play in your home? (Ideally)

11 almost anywhere in
home

5,only in comon rooms
(kitchen, living-
room)

6 only in play area
or bedroom

3. -How close do you usually stay to the children while they are
playing? (Ideally) ,

i same room 20 within seeing distance
(room next door)

1 within shouting
distance (down-
stairs, upstairs)

4. How many places are nearby Where the children can play safely
outdo6rs When they want? (Ideally)

9 lots of places, beyond 13 limited to yard or
. shouttng distance sidewalk at home

0 group has to make
a special trip to
play area.

How often do you get to take the Children on trips (to museums,
stores, fire station, etc.)? (Ideally)

17 almost every week 5 about once a month '0 not tKat ofien

Under ideal circumstances, half the providers. would .give children
.

almost complete 6ccess to their home, while half would restrlct access to
.

certain rooms. _While the children play; providerS fee) they themselves

should.be within seeing distance of their charges.. iEven outdoors, the

. majortty of providers tend,to prefer-adjacent Play areas, Although several

would ideally like'access to many places. Most providers agree that they,
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ideally would like to take weeklYArips with the children,.with only 5

(23%) preferring monthly trips,

(

19.

2. Personal Possessions Table 2 shows the distribution of.provIder

responses for items 11 and 9.

TABLE 2 Items relating to personal possessions

11. Do you make a separate-place for each chiZd in which to keep
his/her belongings and in which he/she can put his/her things?
(Ideally)

11 yes, for each child 1 only for some 10 no, their things are
children all stored together.in

shared space

9. About how many toys does each child keep in the home that are
his/her qwn, that no one else can play with unless he or she
grants permission? (Ideally)

2 lots of things 14.one or two toys 6 other ch'ildren can
play with their toys
anytime

The iss.ue of personal space is one which finds considerable dis-

agreement among providers. While about half would ideally provide separate

space for each child's possessions, the others would not. There is some-

what more agreement about a child's right to a few private toys, though 6

(27%) providers would not permit children to have private toys.

40,

3., jhe Routine - Table 3 shows distribution of provider responses

to items 2, 24, 6; 8.

:TABLE 3 - Items relating to the routine

2. How often do you pZan activities for the children?, (Ideally)

10 each day 8 several times a 4 several times a
week month
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TABLE 3-- Items relating to.the routine '(CONTIWIED).''

24. Row often during the day Olen the children_ar& in your care
.

do you.take time out .for a break or rest? ;(7dea7.ly );

13.about' an hour/day 7 about 15-0 minutes/ 2 not that often
L day

6. Da the children as a group, play, eat, and rest at-the same time
each day or at different times? (What is your schedule like ?)
(Ideally )

14 within half-hour 7 within an hour from , 1 changes more than an
from day to day day to day hourjrom day to day

.8. If.the children wanted to do somqthing special that you had
not planned, how often would you let them do it? (Ideally)

9 whenever they ask, 13 same weekqh0k.ask
. _ .

b not that often
same day

Ideally, providers ovewll went to have a stable routine, such that

play, eating, and rest occur'at almost the ame time each day, with two-

thirds of providers haviv activities within half-hour day to day, and'one2

third opting for activities within an hour from day to day. During the

ideal daY, most prov,iders would take a break or rest for about an hour.

Within the predictability-of their schedule, providers feel they ideally

should plan actiOties for the children at least several times a week.

If a child wanted to do something special the provider had not planned,

the ideal provider would let the child have his or her request fulfilled

'aeleast within the same week, if not sooner.

B) Materials and Activities - Table 4 shows the distribution of provider

respOnses to items 7, 10, 18, 16, 15, 17, and 22.

TABLE 4 Items relatipg to materials and activities
, .

7. How.often do you Zet the children play with'your things,'Zike
pots; and pans,, ohoeS and hats, and so on? (Ideally)

5 whenever they like 14 only at certain
times

3 hardly ever
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TABLE 4 Items relating to materials and activities (CONTINUED)

70. How often do you find ways for the childiren to help you while
you are cooking, cleaning housd, or doin ouiehold tasks?
(Ideally)

12 almost every day 9 several times a, 1 nOt that often
week

18. How often do the.children paint, pZay with water, or do other
messy sorts of things in the day care home? (Ideally)

5 almost every day 13 several times a 4 not that often
week

P
16. How-much time do you allow the children to watch T.V.? (Ideall0

3 three hours/dAy or

21

, 9 every day, less than 10 several days a week
more- 0 three. hours

4615 , How often do you read to the children? (Ideally)

or 1,ess

7 almost every day 15 several times a
week

0 not that often

.17. How often do you find ways to teach the children ideas like
.colors, shapes, names, names of objects, letters, etc.? (Ideally)

7 many times a day- 12 several times a day. :3 not-that often

22. How often do you find ways so that the children can show or
7\ teach each other how to behave or do something? (Ideally)

8 many timeiia day 13 several times a 1 not that often
9 day

Unique to family day care is the home setting which may encourage

or make more difficult assorted,favorites of,pte-school play. Most pr9viders

feel that ideally, they would, allow the' children to play with their belongings

only at certain times. -A's home-makers, providers ideally would find ways

at least several times a week for the children to help in their cooking,

cleaning, and 'daily tasks; In the.ickeal home, the majority of provtders

believe chilOen should be reid-tO andfallowed to do messy activities

at least several times a week. Among providers, 'there i considerable

disagreement about T.11. watching. More than half the providers'would alrow

the children,to watch TA'. every day, but for les than three hours,,

4.!4:71

.J1.;
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while the remainder, about half, would allow T.V. watching.only several

slays a week. Finally, providers would ideally both teach the children

colors, shapes, etc., and would find ways for the children to teach each

other atleast as frequently as several times a day.

C) v:Interpersonal Relationships Table 5 shows the distribution.of

provider responses to items 13, 12, 14, 19, 21,-23, and.20.

TABLE 5 Items relating to interpersonal relationships

13. How often do you join in the play activities of the chitdren,
such as drawing pictures, singing, playing house or doctor?
(Idqally)

- c 4 3 many times a day 15 several times a day 4 not that oftenf

12. How much time do you spend allone with each child, whether it's
talking or just-doing things together? (IdealTy)

7 at least an'hour a 13 15-30 minutes a day 2 not that often
-,day

1

14. How often do you hold a-child on your Zap, for example, when
you're comforting, whing or reading? (Ideally)

10'several times a day 10 se eral times a week 2 not that often

rf e'
.L

;!. mY. Many times a day

'

g

, .12 almost every day 10 seAral times a week '-'$9 not that often

21. How often do you praise a chiZd when he or she doessomething
well, ,tries his or her best, or behaves well? (Ideally)

2 several times a day I not that.often

19. How often do you talk, to the children ab6ut their.feelings,
such as their fears, worries, or likes ond dislikes? (Ideally),

11,,

4106 N !-2Z. How often do You allow the children,to uSie "foul" language? (Ideally)

never they want I only if they're angry 19 hirdly ever

How often do you discourage boys from playing with a feminine
toy.like a dolly, or discourage girls from playing'with a
masculine toy Zike a gun?. (Ideally)

',.411m0r, every time they 3 sometimes
PlaY.i0i4h-those toys

t"

4.

19 hardly ever discourage
such play



At least several times a day, the majority ofyroviders believe

they ideally should join in the play of the children. Most feel it is

*portant to spend ideally.from-fifteen to thirty minutes a day alone

with each child, while several would ideally spend Up to an hour alone

with each child. Abouthalf the providers believe they should physically

comfort or show affection (holding child on lap) to a child several

times a day, while the other half favor holding less frequently, several

times a week. There is almost unanimous agreement that providers should

praise children for their,attempts and successes many times a day. There

is less ageement about how often feelings are talked over; about half would

ideally like to do that,every day, while the others would expect to

ideally do so only several times a week. The ideal provider would hardly

ever allow a child to use foul language, and shb would haraly ever dis-

courage play of boys and girls sterecitypically asSOciated with the

opposite sex '(boys dolls; guns).

II. Providers' Views of the Actual Provider

There,is a strong, positive relationship between the providers'

ideal and actual scores (r = :93).

The mean absolute difference between ideal and.actual scores was
v

not statistically significant -(p > .10) for any of the 24 items.. How-
,

ever, based on the extent of the difference between idea} and actual

scores'', several items are noteworthy as possible areas of dissatisfaction

Among providers in regard to their own behavior, but these differences' mat

be due to chance.

Table 6 highlights the direction of differences for those items
1

that have a noteworthy degree of difference (ite 4,- 11,-15, A, 19).

TABLE 6 --Items of possible dissatisfaction among prviders in regard to
their own role

Item

4. Providers want more
nearby play areas.

difference

.60, N.S.*
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TABLE 6 -.Items of possible dissatisfaction among providers in regard_
to their own role (CONTINUED)

'Item difference

11. Providers-want to increase .40 .54, N.S.
amount of separate storage
spate.

15. Providers want,to read to .59
children at least several
times a week.

18. P.roviders want to do .45
messy activities several
times a week.

19. Providers Swnt to talk
about feelings several
Jimes a:week or more.

.36

<

1.00, N.S.

.75, N.S.

.63,

.10

All five'iteMs represent possible dimensions on which the typical

provider finds her actual behavior falling short of her stated ideal

behavior.

f
,

III. Home Visitors' Views of the Ideal rovider

,There i,s a strong positive re1ati6Ahip between the ideal 'scores of

the providers with the ideal scores'of the visitors (r --,-- .88).

HoMé visitors -share the ideals of providers on all 24sitems; there

were no statistically significant differences between visitor and provider

idealss (p .10). However, based on the extent of the difference-
%

between their ideal scores, several-items may represent areas in which,

providers and visitors do-not have the same aspirations. -gable 7 shows

visitor'preferences for ideal provider behavicir for those itemhere the

extent,of difference bkween pairs is noteworthy (items 11,-14, 23).

30



TABLE 7 Items of 'possible disagreement between visitors,and providers
in regard to ideal provider

Item

11. Visitors expect ideal
providers to have
separate storage space
for each child.

14. Visitors.expect the
ideal provider to hold
a child several times
a day.

23. Visitors tend more to
. believe children should
be allowed to use foul
'language when they are
angr-y.

idifferencet t

.75

_P

1.29, N.S.*

S.

.75 1.29, A.S.

,62 .88, N.S.

p > .10

25

IV. Home Visitors View of Providers Actual 'Behavior

There is a. moderately strong positive relatiOnship between,the

providers' actual scores and the'visitors' actual scores (r = .61).

Visitors saw providers' actual behavior in the same way that providers

actually saw themselves on all but one "item. Thus, there was only one

i,tem for which the difference between visitors' actual scores and providers'

actual scores was statistically significant\ Table 8 shows items on which

'differences between visitor .ind provider' aCtual scores was statistically-

significant (item 19).

`TABLE 8 Items of disagreement in regard to visitor and proilder views
'of actual provider

Item X' difference

19. Visitors find providers 1.98, .2.57, p = .10
actually talking about
feelings not as often as

, several times a week;
providers say they
actually do talk about-
feelings several times
a week.
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Among home'Visitors, there is a moderately strong pO.sitive relation-
t

ship:between their ideal scores and actual scores vis-a-vis the provider's

role (r . .65). .Because viiitors dtd not always have qfrect knowledge of

the providers' daily,behavior, their-ratings of the providers' actual

'behavior is not likely to be highly accurate and is reflected in Ihese

weaker correlations.

The average difference between ideal and actual scores approached

statisitical significance for one item. Based on the extent of the difference

between- ideal and actual scores, several items may indicate possible 'areas

of dissatisfaction on the visitors' behalf with the providers. Visitors

saw providers not meeting visitor defined ideals on the same items that

providers saw themse)ves not meeting their'own goals (items 4, 11, 15,

19, 18; item la was statistically significant, t = 1.56, p -.10). Be-

side these shared areas of issatisfaction, visitors also found providers

not meeting viSitor ideals on the following iteMs, -shown in Table 9

(items 5-, la, and 23).

TABLE 9 Items are those on which vjsitors alone found providers not-
Meeting visitor-defined goals

Itan 3T difference

5. Visitors want prOiders to 262 1.03, .N.S.*
take trips each'week. / .

10. ViSitors want providers to .75 1.13, N.S.
. have children participate

in household tasks more
often (at least several
times/week).

23. Visitors believe children .54 .81, N.S.
should be allowed to use ,

foul language when they
are" angry.

a

* p > .10

-

Essentialljt there is agreement between providers'. and vitsitors' views of,

ideal and actual scores, and differences, although highlighted, may in .

most tases be due to chance.-
tr
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Home Visitor Role Results

L Proyiders' Views of the Ideal Visitor

A) Fre'quency andTuration of Visits Table 10 shows the distribution

of provider responses for items 1 and 2.

TABLE 10 = Items relating to frequency and duration of visits,

1. How often does the visitor visit you? (Ideally)

8 once ,a week 14 at least once a
month

0 not Ahat often

P. How long does the visitor stay for a vis4t? (Ideally)

2 more than two hours 14 one to two hours 6 15 minutes to
an hour

The majjority of providers would ideally want visits at least once

a month, and several would like themas often as once a week. Most

providers want yijitors to stay for one to two tious.

B) Rol es).<

1. Administrator-liason, supervisor of relationships - Table 11

shows the distribution of provider responses for items 5, 6, 23, and 15.

TABtE 11 - Items relating to visitors' supervisory, role

,k. How often does the visitor get yOU Whatever supplies you've
requested or expressed a need for? (Ideally)

17 whenever you ask
7-

\

3 sometimes when you 2 not that often
mask



TABLE 11 -.items relating to visitors' supervisory role (CONTINUED)

6. How often does the visitor give you the names of people or pTaces-
to contact when you want extra help either for a child, for
prepar'ing special events: or for yourselfas a provider? (Ideally)

21 vhenever you ask
t

1 sometimes when you 0 hardly ever
ask

23. HOW oeften does the visitor pay attention to your own child!s .
adJust:men t6 the other children? (Ideally)

17 almost every visit 5 some of the visits 0 hardly ever

15: How often does the visitor intervene or take care of dis-
agreements, misunderstandings, or conflicts between you and
the child's natural parents? (Ideally)

5 for most conflicts 14 for some conflicts 3 rarely steps in

Visitors should ideally bring supplies whenever they have been re-.

quested, and they should be equally responsive referring Uhe provider to

people who can help her or the children. Most providers want visitors

to also.pay attentton.each visit to .their own children's adjustment.

Providers would prefer, on the* whole, to handle Misunderstandings or con-.

flicts n( themselveS, with visitors intervening for only_some conflicts.

2. Con-Sultant - Table 12 shows the distribution of provider

responses for items 21, 12, and 25.

TABLE 12 - Items relating to visitors' consliltant_role

21. How oftQn does the visitor share with you information about
child development, what to expect from different ages of children
or reasons for children's behavior? (Ideally)

8 almost every visit 11 some vfsits
. 3 hardly ever

12. How often does the visitor offer you concrete, practical advice
about how to handle a child? (Ideally)

5 almost every visit 14 some visits 3 hardly ever



TABLE 12,- Items relating to visitors' consultant role (CONTOUrD)

25. How often does the visitor try to persuadp or Ponvince.you
to change your methods of teaching or disciplining the
children?" (ideally)

0 almost every visit 12 some visits 10 rarely tries to
persuade

,.The majority of providers want the'ideal visitor to share with them
.

information about child develOpment on Some'visits; several want this to

happen on every visit. 'Besides facts or hypotheses about behavior; most

providers would also want to receive yn some visits, concrete, practical
?

.advice about h6W t6 handle a child. If necessary, about half the providers

1Delieve the ideal visitor'Should on some visits try to persuade or con-

vince the provider to change her methods of disciplining or teaching
...

children; a little less than half believe visitors should rarely persuade

providers.

3. Model, Educatidnal Aide Table'13 shows distribution of

provider responses for items 4, 18, 7, 13, 17.

TABLE 13 Items relating to visitors' modelling role

When the-visitor visits, how often does he/she bring play or
educational mat'erials? (Ideally)

lralmost every visit 6 some visits _4 hardly ever

18. Row often does the visitor suggest ways or. show you how to USG
what you have around'the house for toys or play,.or educational
materials? (Ideally)

2 almost every visit 19 some visits 1 hardly ever

-7. How ,ften does the visitor show you how tol do activities with
the children Or demonstrate how to involve them in an activity?
(1.-deally)

9 almost every visit 8 some visits 5 hardly ever,.'

tk-
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.TABLE 13 Items relating to,visitors modelling role (CONTINUED)

13. Row often does the visitor show you how to share with the
children(what you do ordinarily around the houee, turning it
into a Learning experience for the children? (Ideally)

4 almost every visit 14 some visits 4 hardly ever

17. How often does ihe visitor show you how to talk with a child,
in order to better understand a child's _thoughts, feelings,
needs? (Ideally)

4 almost every visit 13 some visits 5 hardly ever

There is some disagreement about how often,materials should be

brought to thehome. Half the providers would like materials brought

every visit, while half want matertals brough less often than that.

Most providers want visitors to tell or show them how to use household

materials for educational or play materials On.some visits. Most would

like visitors to show them how to do activities with the 'children at

least some visits. Most want to be shown specifically, how to share what

they do ordinarily around the house, turning it into'a learning experience

for the children some'visits. Finally, the majority of providers would

like visitors to show them, durin9 some visits, how to talk with children.

4. Relief - Table 14 shows the distribution of provider responses

for item 8.

TABLE 14 - Items relating to relief

8.. How often does the v,ieitor mind' the, chiZdren so you can have a
-N

break, or rest? (Ideally)

5 part of every visit 9 part 'of some visits 8 hardly ever
-1

There is disd'greement^among providers as to how often visitors should

provide a rest time for them. For part of some visits, or every visit,

13 providers (59%).ideally would like to have a break while visitors mind

the children, While 8,providers (36%) would not expect that of the ideal

visitor.

36
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C) Interaction - Table 15 shows the distribution of Provider

responses for items 9, 3, and 24.

TABLE 15 - Items.relWng to interaction

9. How much of a typical visit involves you, the children, and the
visitor ti,ying out activities or all talking together? (Ideally)

7 more than half of
visit

14 less than half of 1 hardly at all
visit "N

i

t3. For how much of a visit does
t : ,ifisitor play or work directly

with the children alone?-(Ideajy)

14 more than half of el less thalkha1f of
visit

. visit
2 Jlardly at all

24. How much of-the visit does the visitor spend primarily with you,
focusing on how you feel about being a provider and on your
concerns? (Ideally), -/

6 more than half of 15 less than half,of
visit visit

hrdly ever.

The majority of providers believe the ideal visit would involve the

children, provider, and visitor all trying out activities or talking

together for less than half the visit,'although 7 proyiders (32%) favored

more than half the visit'to be for everypne. Somewhat less than .half the

visit would be devoted to the provider herself, according to, the majority

of providers. Most providers want somewhat more than half the visit to
4'

involve the visitor working or playing with the children alone.

Processof Visits Table'16 shows the distribution of provider

responses to items 10, 11, and 19.

TABLE 16 Items relating to process of visits

10. 'How often does the visitor pick up on or bring up in conver-
sation vhat you and the visitor"talked about Or did in the
ast visit? addeallyi

5 almost every visit 11 some visits 6 hardly ever
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TA6LE 16 - Items relating to process of visits (CONTINUED)

11. HOW much of the visit does the visitor.show, ask, or tell
you her'ideas as you listen or watch? (I-decal-0'

4 more than half visit 16 less than half visit 2 hardly at all

.19: How often during a visit does the visitor Zisten to what you
have to show, tele,- ask? (Tdeany)

10 more than half visit 12 less than half visit 0 hardly ever

On some visits, most providers ideally would like visitors-to revive

what mas Aiscussed on the previouS visit. The majority of providers :

believe that for lessipthan half the visit, visitors would take an active

role, showing, asking, or telling the proOder who listens and watches.
. There is disagreement about how, active a role the provider ideally would

take. About half the providers believe visitors should listen to thein

for more than half the visit, while the other believe visitors shoulci

listen for less than half the visit.

'E) Nature of Feedb.ack Table 17 shows thecdistribution of provider

- ,responses to items 14, 20, 22, and 16.

TABLE 17 ItemS relating to feedbatk

.14. How often dogs the visitor make comments that support your
efforte, decisions, and confidence as a provider? (I-deafly)

8 many times each visit 9 several timesHeach 5 not that ofien
visit

20. How_often does the visitor -cri *cize the way you work with thP
children?.(Ideally)

0 Slmost every visit 9 some visits 13 hardly ever

22. How much opportunity does the visitor give you b'elisagree zoih
or criticize his/her;point of view.or to telt him/her how/ou
feel about the home visits? (Tdeally)

6 almost every visit 6 some visits '0 hardly ever
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TABLE 17 Items relating to feedback (CONTINUED)

16: How often do you:feel frustrated or dissatisfied with the
answers or responses the visitor gives you? YIdeally)

0 during or after most 0 during or,after soMe 22 usually satisfied
visits visits

Providers are split in their views of how often they should isOally

receive supporOve comments from visitors. The majority do want some

such remarks each visit, ranging from several to niany. Most providers

rarely want to be criticized by visitors, although quite a few acknowledge
. k

it as a possibility on some yisits. They themselves.want the-opportunity

'to criticize,the visitor's point of view and to express their feelings

.about vtsits; the majority of providers Avant this opportunity every visift.

Unanimously, they expect the ideai visitor to offer them satisfactory
.

answers each Visit.

II. Providers' Views of their Visitors Actual Behavior

There is a strong, positive relationship between the providers'

ideal and actual scores (r_=. .89).
),

The average differenc between ideal and actual scores for each

item was not statistica)i1 significant (p>. :10) for any of the 25 items.

However, based pn the/extent of the difference between ide&i and actual

scores, sevaeral(items are notewOrthy as possible areas of dissatisfaction
0

among providers in regard to their visitors' behavior, but these differences

may be due to chance. Table 18 shaWs items With noteworttydegree of'

N)lifference (items 25 18, 13 17, 8, 9, 20). -

39
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TABLE 18 Items of possible dissatisfaction among providers with
visitors' actual behavior

Item -X- difference

25. Providers want visitorss to .50
persuade them some visits.

t _p

.71, N.S.*

18. Providers want to be shown .41 .62, N.S.
on'some visits how to use,
household materials for
play or educational pur-
poses.

13. Psoviders want vilttors to .45 .76, N.S.
show them on at least some
visits,Alow to share house-
hold tasks as learning
experiences.

,

17. Providers want to be shown .45 .75, N.S.
on some visits, how to
talk with children about.
feelings.

8. For part of some visits-,
providers want visitors'

- .53, N.S.56

to Tind the children so
they can have a break or
rest.

9. Provtders want at least .55 . .74, N.S.
less than half the visit
to involve them, children,
and visttor doing activi-
ties t6gether.,

20. Providers want visitors to
criticize them sometimes. 0

.41 .82, N.S.

*p > .10

These iteMs represent', then, aspects of the visitors' role that

proViders are dissatisfied within terMs of providers' stated expectations

of the ideal visitor.

1:.;
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III. Home Visitors' Views or the Ideal Visitor

There is a strong positiVe relationship betwee9 t*he ideal scorts of

the prOviders with. the ideal scores of the visitors (r = .83).
. _

Home visitors ideals are congruent with those of the providers for

all but one item (and piOssibly a second) as shown in Table 19.

TABLE 19 - Items relating to-disagreements between vilikor and provider
pairs in'regard to views of ideal visitor

Item

10. Visitors believe'they should
pick up on the previous con-
versation on every visit;
providers want this some
visits.

difference

.91

8. Visitors beli.eve they rarely .66
.0-.should mind the children,so

providers can have a break;
most proViders believe this
should happen some visits.

_P

2.18, p = .10

1.03, N.S.*

tip> .10

IV. Home Visitors' Views of Their Actual'Behavior A

There is a strong, positive relationship the proOders'

Iactua1 scores and the visitors' actual scores (r .91).

Visitors saw, their own bAaviors in the same way that providers

saw them, on all but three items as shown on Table 20 (items 18,24, and 22).

TA8LE 20 - Items op which provider and visttor pairs saw actual visitor
behavior differently

Item difference

18. Visitors-saw themsOves showing
how to use househol0 .iteins as

play peterials on few visits;
, providers say they do this on

some viSits.

.88 1.51, p
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TA provider an0 visitor pairs saw actual visitor
4.: behavior 'ifferently (CONTINUEP)i* f

item-

1!

24. V191A 1-7-saw elves vending
-halfi,tisit .the prOvider

*ile provi4prs see them
speadin-gless-thanzialf with
them al orp. ,( .A r

22. Visit9.

fewer 9R
viders
than proVi

hemselves giving
ities,t4pro-

ize v

. said thethad.

x difference

.79 1.64, p = .10

.88 1.37, p =,.10'

Among visitors': 'there is a .trong .positive relationship between

their ideal scores aftil,hctual seo0es vis-a-vis the visitors' role (r =
,

The mean'absolute.diffAence beNeen their ideal and actual scores

was not'statistica'llyMg0ficanNDYPhny of the 25 items. However, based

on the extent of thes4fferen6er itel, several items point out possible
Agtt

areas of dissatisfac*mong visqors with their own behaVior. Items

25, 18, and 13, a1re0yonehtiorikd as possible areas of dissatisfaction

among_providers, are also pOssible -ardas 'of dissatisfaction among visitors.

Items 8, 9, and 20, mentioned as furthe'r possible areas of dissatis-

faction among providers with visitor, behavior, are areas in which-visitors

appear to be satiSfied with their own behavior.
3

Items in Thble 21 (items 1, 10,, 22 and 4) are those for alch only

visitors indicate possible dissatisfaction with themselves.

TAALE 21 .-: Items relating to visitor dissatisfaction with-themselves

Item

Visitors believe,they should
visit at least once a month

10. Visitors feeljhey,should
pick up on previous ronVer-
sation each ifislt.

4 2

x difference t

1.80, p =

58 , 1.11, N.S.*

I.
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TABLE 21 Items relating to visitor dissatisfaction with themselyes
(CONTINUED)

Item x difference , t p

22. Visitors feel they should
give providers time each

.58. .73, M.S.

visft to criticize.

4. Visitors believe they
should bring play materials
at least some visits.

.41 .78, N.S.'

* p> .10

'Providers and visitors for the most part'share perceptions of

and actual behaviorvis-a-vis visitors role. Differences cited as

possible areas of,dissatisfactiop or dfsagreement are in most cases,

, statistically non significant, and thetefore, may be due to.chance.

3,1
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DISCUSSION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESt&TS

doNt.

I...Provider Role

The outstanding findings of the questionnaire results are that the

providers' reported actual behavior is generally in accord with their

views of ideal provider behavior, and that betweeh visitors and proiiders

there is almost unanimous agreement about expectations of the ideal pro-

vider. Visitors' assessment of actual provider 13ehavior may nch be highly

accurate since they may not have regularly directly'Observed. Among

visitors and among providers, possible dissatisfactions with providers'

actual behayior.is around similar issues.

The following is a suMmary portrait of the ideal home; is-sties raised '

by provider and visitor responses to the questionnaire will be high-

lighted.

Security - The Physical Environment

The ideal providers would have a strong sense of responsibility

toward the children. Their proximity to the children, both indoors and

outdoors, suggests that ideally providers would be concerned with the

children's safety. Their availability to the children, would however,

be moderate; whIreas they would not constantly hover over the children's

play, they would not like the children to go much beyond "shouting"y

distance. And, even though they spend most of their time on home terrain,

providers would ideally'enjoy tra'Velling about the neighborhood with the

children. The obstacles Nisitors cited to actually going on weekly trips

may be a function of transportation difficulties and of thetbrban or
6

remote character of these particular homes, which might be alleviated by

agency provisions for trips.

Sharing Personal Possessions

Most providers would prefer to limit the number of private 'possessions

children bring to their day care home. SoMe alSo en urage 'iharing of

storage space arid of belongings, perhaps as-a way to i still'a sense of

group membership-and of family participationor-to prevent conflicts.

44
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Others favor the provision of eparate storage space for each child, as

0do most visitors. This raises the issue, of what values providers

communicate by the way they arrange the home environment. ,Of concert

15 the possibOity that some young children, especially at the start of

their stay in an unfamiliar environment, might benefit from, or need,
the right to hold on to their possessions or territory.. For children
with a poor sense of identity or for whom there has not always been

enough for everyone, gaining the ability to assert themelves, rather than
being persuaded to give up what they value, is important. When belongings

are separated and identified,'a child also develops, through such physical

"ordering," organizational skills. What must be Weigbed in individual

cases is what. some.children may sacrifice when sharing is.enforCed across
the board

What needstto be betVr understood,by an item like this (#11), is how

much a measure of behavior frequency has implicit within it a mesure of
such constructs as "promotion of individual identity," of "trust and

security," or of "demooratic principles" f providers. What remains

unknown, too, is how a provider brings a child into her home.Providers
may at first permit the use of "transitional" toys, attune themselves to

indivigual differences, and ease the child into the group by introduting

them to the shared-space, It could be argued that in treating a family

day eare setting, common space supports a sense of belongingness, whfle

in a larger day care Center, common,space permits children to be lost in

their anonymity, at worst. For center children, cubbies,can serve as

a retreat and place to renew one's identity. Providers may use other

means, besides the presence or absence of,separate storage, to legitimize

a.child's need to be alorle, to renew his/her sense of him/her self etc..

Visitors and providers would benefit from making explicit their values in
...J. regard to this day care - child care issue.

Expanding Routine Activities

In terms of both physical boundaries and the predictability of the

routine, ideal homes would offer a stable environment 4111h moderate

structure. Although almost half would ideally .do so,"most providers ,

indicate they do not feel obliged-to. specifically organize the. children's

45
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care home, as w011 as absorb much information and practice through

ordinary household tasks. In the ideal home, "incidental" learning,

based on these daily encounters, would complement the children's learning

. from each other and from the range of active, expressive play to more

sedentary, quiet occupations. The only diragreement among providers is

how much T.V. watchIng is allowed. Providers apparently restrict T.V.

watching. Some homes include it as a daily, activity, while others would

allow it only occasionally during the 'week. At issue here is what

benefits or harm children get from this particular activity. Of'course,

what the children actually do to occupy themselves, the appropriate-

ness of materials, the provider's teaching style, etc. are questions

beyond the scope of-this study.

Affectie,Development

Providers reveal positive, supportive attitudes toward their day

care children. Visitors confirm this image of providers, although they

e'spouse greater lap holding (physical affectionateness) than providers

and see Provide2/less communicative with chi1dre4 about feelings than

providers see themselveS. Providers may, in fact want to become more able

to openly vmmunicate with the children about feelings, and results

indicate they wish visitors would model more often for them how to talk

with children to draw out dieir ideas and feelings. They could learn to

do So via role-playing, discussions, and modelling by visitors. Ideally,

providers would be allowing the expression of Strong feelings, and they

would acknowledge the children's need for individual attention, affection,

and rewards.

II. Complementarity of Roles

Overall, visifors and providers have similar visions of the ideal

visitor, and find current visitors fairly well living up to-that image.

However, questionnaire results point out possible areas of dissatiSfaction

among providers whose expectations of themselves and of visitors, may not

be fulfilled. For example, the providers' interest in personalizing their

.relationships with the children may not be adequately attendelttO,by

IP
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visitors who themselves Infrequently model how to draw out a child's

thought or feelings. Many of the questionnaire items have such visitor

counterparts; for_example, how often p'roviders, involve the children,in

household tasks may in part be influenced by how often visitors encourage.

and explain the learning gained from such.experiences. Without reiterating

those specific items on which providers find themselves or visitors

negligent, it is reasonable to conclude that visitors are appropriate

persons with whom providers could resolve these deficiencies.

Ideal Visitors

Providers are seeking visitors who are honest with adults, crea6ve

with children, and comalent as models, who are able to draw in the

provider without coercion or condescension. Ideally, visitors faciiitate

communication a'nd'connections within the day care group, with community re-

sources, and with natural parents, if necessary. Providers would want the

ideal visitor on some'visits to bring materials, show their various uses,

mode} how to talk with children, to play with children, and to teach

children through involving them in household and pre-school activities.

According to the questionna0e portrait, visitors would give practical

advice, share information, listen, praise, persuade, and critique providers

when called.for. Visitors are vieWed as,having an active role as models,

as outside observors, and as people knowledgeable not only about early

chfldhood learning and development, but also about adult .selationships,

who know when to sit back and listen to providers.

Degree of Providers' Participation

From the portrait of the ideal visitor, one can infer how providers

see themselves using the visit time. The primary focus of the visit.is

child-centered, an opportunity for the children to interact with a different

adult,(for at least half the visit). Of secondary, although still great

significance, are the providers' opportunities for adult conversation,

consultation, and learning, whether in the context of time spent alone with

the visitor or time spent with the children'and the visitor. Providers

are split as to how they see themselves taking an active role during

visits though Many*ant to do io for at least half the visit, indicating
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their desire to have input into the visit's orientation...On the other

hand, they do value being shown'"how to do" unusual or new activities,

4'd they recognize their need to hear alternative opinions on the behavior

a. puzzling or frustrating child on some visits. Thus, about half see .

themselves telling, showing, askin.g for less than half the visit. Pro-

'Viders, in expecting the visitor to spend more than half the visit alone

with the"children, show they are not yet committed to adult or group-

centered visits. However, the time visitors spend alone with the children

could be used for activities the children could carry over into the
1

weekly events, thereby 'having' an indirect.effect on providers by means of
the visit's child-oriented inputs.

The Need for a Break

Although the majority of providers want the ideal visitor to "relieve"

them for part of some or every visit, visitors themselVes do not seem to

see this as their duty. Providers are currently satisfied with the amount

of time they have a daily break, but some may be dissatisfied with how
,

rarely vi0-tors "mind" the children to allow providers a rest. It is

posSible that an unintended by=product of the time visitors spend aldne

with the children is the break it sets up for the provider. 'Alternative

ways for providers to haye their rest needs met or for visitors to

modify their functjon thus needs to be debated. Perhaps rather than

piecemeal snatches of rest, some providers would prefer to have an entire
\O
I

sit or more free for themselves. What needs to be determined ,he

possibility that if other forms of relief were available, provid rs might

shift their priorities 'about what proportion of visit time they do not,

wish to be directly involved. Unlike in a day care center, providers

neither work shifts nor have co-workers who can "cover" for them. It is

important for providers to haVe time to rest, rather than to stretch

their patience beyond their own limits.

Increasing Feedback

jn the interactions between themselves and visitors, providers want

not ohly to discuss problems, but also to receive support for their efforts,

4, S
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Both providers and visitors may be dissatisfied with hot-much ezich critiqueS

the other, and both recognize the need for constructive criticism and tact-

fulness when suggesting alternatives. Providers and visitors acknowledge

that persuasion and Tonvincing, although running the risk of being offensive,

may be crucial in cases of abuse, neglect, or ignorance on the provider's

behalf. Both providers and visitors may have doubts about the effective-

ness or correctness of their or their colleagues methods, and each wants

the other to speak forthrightly, rather than to cover over-disagreements.'

Providers may feel that to criticize visits might4p6pardize their job, since

visitors may be more influential in the staff hierarchy,despite statements

by several agencies that providers are professional equals. One might

speculate that providers fear confrontation, underestimate the legitimacy

of their complaints (or praises), or milstruSt visitors who would dismiss

their comments1 as insignificant. Vice versa, proViders also seem to receive
.

less feedback than they'd like. Visitors may withhold criticism because they

feel it can be undermining, impolite', or an ineffective way to instigate

change. Both providers and visitors regret this dearth of feedback.

What is impressive about these results is the readiness with which they

would ideally give-and-take during visits.

/19
IA
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Adjustment within thefamily and Home

Introducing'Their Own Children to Their New Job

,

In the beginning, providers rarely made elaborate mlanations or
rearrangements to prepare their own children for the new job; a casual

remark at mealtime often sufficed to introdYce the fact that, "Some

children who have no place to go because their mothers are working will be

coming here." Other providers justified their job by saying, "I'd like

some extra money," or "You'll have some new friends."
e- A,

Most providers did not anticipate problems, such as resentment, with

their own children's reaction, and few reported any.° Older children

Were usually enthusiastic and ready assistants; "They get a bang out-of

the kids;" their attitude is; "the more the merrier." One boy suggested

they make name tags the first day, while another proudly told hi's class

about the day care-children. The main concern of these older

children, in general, was simply to protect their own belongings, often

, by placing their rooms 'off-limits.

Own Children'S-Reactions to Day Care Children

Sharing their parents' attention and sharing their toys was, however,

difficult, especially at first, for young children close in age. -"My

girl couldn't understand why another child would'play with her toys and why
,

they'd call me-mummy. With the tWo babies have', she (age 3) is wetting

her pants and wants to be fed . . but getting better. I'm'firiding

ways for her to help me so she thinks she's a big girl." -For prpviderswhose

children do "react," doubt and disappointment is stirred up in them; they

think that maybe they, have made a mistake in,undertaking 6mily day care.

Such sitUations warrant attention"by supportive persons or"agehcies in

order that providers can be helped to anticipate the consequences for their

J.
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children,vtheir natural fears and insecurities, and to help them understand

thiS new situation. Perhaps this Most anxious beginning period might then

be experienced with a greater sense of normalcy, rather than the,11,11eptness

that many providers feel.

Providers' Initial Reaction tolDay Care Children

Providers themselves need to adjust to the impact of-having day care-

children in their home. For some, defined by the exclusivtty of their

nuclear family, it is a gradual process as they acclimate,themselves to

their new extended family; for others, letti,ng children in and out is easily'

manageable and familiar. Providers, in retrspect, see themselves giving

too much or too little attention to their own children, which after the

first few months, hAever, develops into a policy of equanimity. Providers

espouse a philosophy of "treating all the children the same, treating all
,

as part of the family" (with the exception of not hitting the lay care

children). One mother emphasized,"I2want the day care children to enjoy

the same things my children enjoi." Providers felt sbmewhat apologetic or

guilty for having played favorites in the beginning or for treating the day

care children as "little guests." They were amused with how they were

deceived by the day care children, who, initially suffering through their own

adjustment, apparently tried.to "manipulate mothers, setting up their

own children to look bad." As providers lbegan,to recognize the need to

test limits and to learn the rules, their resolution accommodated the needs--'

of their own children as well; many spoke of promising their own children

special time together on evenings or weekends.

Advantages,for Providers' Own Children

Providers agreed that their own children survived well the initial

stresses and benefited from the company of other children, especially ,

those with differenfbackgrounds or habits, "It's good fOr my children

to have_an extra personality to cope with." Providers spoke of 'the maturity,

friendship and social abilities which their children gained.
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"My daughter (age 4) no longer hangs on me; she has playmates and a group

she can fit in. She's making i break from me that's benefited her.9ne

hundred percent."' For older children, the benefits center on havin9 the

mother home after sehool and on-gatning a perspective on their own upbringin

"how othev:. people live and adjust." By assisting aleir iparent;" they gain

practice in childrearing.. "My childrerl appre6ate whay they have more and

criticize me less. They see what it's like to ,be a single parent and say

that if they get married, they doet want to get.divorced.m, No doubt, for

some providers there is a moral lesson involved in the day care they offer,

in that it is a charitable opportunity for sharing what they have and.for

protecting the unfortunate, white reaffirming to their'own children'how

fortunate they are. 'Providers seem to find the family day care experience

'one that strengthens their own family, rather than one that jeopardizes it.

AttachmentsTetween Day Care Children, Provider, and Her Chfldren

Warm attachments between providers and their-daycare children are

common. : Sometimes, the expressiorvtif this affectionate bond must,be care-
,

fully aPproached; as one mother explained, "I don't use the word 'love.':4

One little boy 'won't accept me saying that becaUse'he,says, mother

loves 0e,:" For others, a friendly gesture, when-offered in front of the

natural parents, may be an awkward occasion, since natural parents are

vulnerable to feeling hurt by their own child_'s satisfaction with her
/

day care provider. One provider who did not see herself as a rival,

described such a tension at the day's end: "When.their mother's around,

= she gets a funny look in her eye, when I ask to kiss goodbye. Maybe it

threatens her. I just want to get it through to her that I like your kids,

\\ AND that the kids still love you." Exemplark of a mire secure relationshfp

is one whei'e: "I can now be .affectionate w4th, their *ids, and they can be-

fi.riendly with mine Another provider, who'described herself'as more

business-Tike or professional-, rather than eZtremely attached.in the day-

care relationships, did comment on how the. children had lot Of.affection,

for me, and.when it was time to go,bome, one would ci-y, one would run away
-

one would hit, and one woulitthrowi jrse1f ,cor thelloor." .(It shoutd be- /

noted that this lost bour of the ay Was repeatedly4entioned as potentially

,
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explosive, With tired children, for whom making the transition became

a time for. tantrums. One provider found that by keeping the final hour

highly organized hnd having the. children gather their belongings much of

the ten51on was relieved').

Although most of the providers spoke a how they'd mis's the children
/

if the .orhildren.hayi to leave,-Itheywere tautious to add that they-were not

sO deeply attached/ that they would be -"traumatized." Several acknowledged
/

that it -is mostlyivrith infants that.final separafions become painful. .

Providers looked/With disdain upon those who more or' less adopted day care

thildren,`seeing"that as a violation of the meaning of: their contract, -

and potentially confus-ing tb the child caught in between. In sum,-family

day care providers are eager to 'incorporate day care children into,their

family life, and yet their awareness of the professional nature-of theAela-

tionship helps them maintain some distance, such that,.in a final sense,

the children are not quite as emotionally involving as their own.

;Not only do providers become fond of the children, but their own '

children do also, often looking forward to the day ,pare child's arrival.

Young children have asked theiir parents to let the 'cia,Sare child stay

overnight or for weekends. Some;groups become very close knit, so that a

child's departure creates much sadness, worry over why the child left

(was hel3ad?) and concern for their own security; in,several 'anecdotes

the children were described as asking daily, where had the child gone?

Reactions of Kith and Kin to Day Care Children

Not only, are the provider and children. affected, but the faMily and

neighbors may be affected as well,. litAband reportedly enj6ed their. ,

wives being affiliated'with an organization outside the home, and.yet able

to stay' home 'as they desired. Relatives were described as interested in

the children, arid in several cases, relatives themselves.had been care
'

givers or had encouraged OTir kin to do.-so. Neighbors were able to inte-

, grate the new Children, altilough in 5ome tightly:knit cgmmunitieS,:,ostracism

,did Occur; especiaily,dorinOhe summer when keeping their children dccupied

puts pressure on many parents.' Some neighbors wanted providers to babysit

I
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for their children and when refused, because.orthe providers' legal limits,

they may have misunders'iood and felt slighted. Providing day care thus has

social ramifications for p6viders, although usually it is in terms of the

benefits of meeting colleagues nd parents on a friendly basts.
, 7

Household Adjustments

Within the housekeep1n9 routine and home'setfing,. adjustments are lso..
t

made. 'Providers did no.(note extreme household changes, but most spoke

of minor re-organizingoften juggling time to do housework onyeekends,

\ evenings, early;mornings4;or'at naptime. Appointments had to be made. at

\night.. One mother- saiC"My house is a mess,but I like tojhink I pay
\more attention,to,the kid than to housework."' F6r some provider-fMilies,

therphysical &djustmentsreirritating; one provider solvedher husband's

dismaj, Whaving the'group clean-up at the day's end. Decisions had to be

made as to whether or not to-eat breakfas't prior to or with the aisrival of

the children. The presence of more children inhibits some providers while

it motivates others to ilet out of the house more: "I'm restricted,,We can't

go out as much with such an active child." Those providers with demanding

younger children or children with "unpredictable personalitieW acknow-

ledged their increased:isolation, And noted that it-was too great.a hassle

to maneuver beyopg the boundaries of.the yard. Most rtroviders did find ways

to carry.on as 'usual, taking the children along shopping or having theM

assist in cookiiig or cleaning.

Another adjustment in the provider's home involves protecting house-

hold belongings. All providers make a few rules, often "more in the begin-

ning, when 'being firm is crucial." Rules.involve'staying off furniture,

prOhiOtin.g the use of stereos and television apd forbidding rough fighting.

Providers find that they can soon slacken the rutes, because the children

often internalize them to such art extent that'they r'emind each other.

,
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Visitors.' support for Providers Children.

Finally, home visitors are aware of all-these different and necessary

levels of adjustment. Providers considering their group as a "unit,"

'appreciate and receive convnents on their own children from home visitors.

"She gives me hints, and I don't resent it. She isn't in the situation

like I am, so.she can give advice. For example, my older daughter 14as

going to come along on our trip, and be a helper by holding the children's

hands. The home visitor.fhought she'should come along for her own fun. Or,
44*!:

'\ my daughter was being,copied a lot; she's a leader. .The home visitor

, pointed out how the other children who copied her need to lead too." Pro-

viders were also pleased to see their own children included in the visit's

activities and to see the visitor diplomatically disciplining them as well.

It seems, thus, that providers rarzely found any of the adjustments inordinately

g demar*4ng. The back-up pf the visitor reassUred them that they would make

it through most of the rough times at the sta
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Family Day Care Providers and the Natural Parents

. Nature of Contact Between Providers and Parents

Becabse few systems' provide transportation, most providers see the

natural parents both morning and night. The phone is relied on often for

Additional contact, and in one system providers and parents.baby-sit for

each other on weekends as well as socialize together at night.

The morning is usually rushed, often no more than a hello-goodby,
4

with occasional ilnformation from the parentrabout a chlld's tiredness,

cough the night before, etc.. Such infumation is precious to the provider's,

who are annoyed when they ore nottprepared for any sickness or peculiarities

in the child's behavior. Ideally, they also value learning a little about

what the child's enjoyed doing at hOme. Such knowledge helps them both

plan for the child and find ways to help the child bridge his home life with

what .he does in family day care. The first meeting between provider and

parent usually focuses on the exchan of this information, but providers

would appreciate it being shared. oo a continuous basis. Providers are not,

however, eager to get involved in the parents' own problems, and so keep the

exchanges child-centered. ?

The day's end, when the provider, parent, and child are tired, allows

a more leisurely opportunity for a chat, but this, too, is usually cut short

so that meals -can get underway. Providers like to share with the parent the

successes or fun a child has had during the day, and most only, mention

troublesome incidents if the provider feels they are major recurrent,

"such that they would handicap the child." Sympathetic to the parent's

mood at the end of the day, they do not want to worry parents with slight

misbehaviors, such as the child who has irritated the provider by constantly

flieking on the T.V.. As one provider reminisced, "I got into a rut, telling

the mother what a child did wrong. When I changed my attitude, so dii the

parent about the child. He needed less discipline and more understanding."

Several providers found a word of praise or yride helped both the child and

the parents.

56
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Parents Compare ildren t Home and in Day Care

The irony to their sharing a child's strengths. With the parent is

that the,otrens find it hard to believe pr4iders have so many "good"

days. Their classic comment is, "Why can't they be with me like they are

with your. Some parents, who themselves do not find managing the children

a simple activity, "think the children are perfect with us and monsters

at home." Several providers did discuss how the children do behave

differently with the, which they attributed to their fir,mness about what

they would or wouldn't let the children "get away with;\a few noted that

the independence from home, the small peer group, and different adults was

really what a _child needed. But as one provider assured a self-critical

parent, "She needs me, but she needs you more." Providers often felt that

"you share the work of th parent, but you don't take.over their work."

Thus, the natural parents' perceptions of their "Dr. Jekyll-Mr. Hyde" sons

,and daughters are apparently accurate, but not attributable to the magic

of the providers. Ratherr the source may be the different experiences and

responses the providers offer, which in parts can be learned as,parenting

or teaching skills. All providers in family(day care systems, despite their

own ex0erkience as parents, are required to go through training, which is

based on--the assumption that parenting is not an instinctive art, but one

that involves self-awareness, sensitivity to the individuality of the child,

and an abili,ty to arrange ail environment that meets the child at his

or her own developmental level.

Carry-Over Bekreen Homes

Providers are by no means magicians, and they do, of course, enlist

the aide oradvice of parents wh4n they are puzzled and seek alternative,

when they simply want to talk about their observations, or when they be-

lieve a consistent response on the part of all the adults in the child's life

might more effectively change a child's behavior. Carry-over Occurs par-

ticularly for 'toilet-training, and self-help skills such as dressing, and

providers encourage parents to try out activities such as scribbling,

reading, waterplay. As one urged, "Explore along with your children.

Let theth feel thedirt; let them finger paint. And let then') clean-up so they'll,

5 '7
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be a big-help to you." Children initiate carry-over when they take pictures

home, and return to the provider's home with works of art produced with

their parents. One child, who loved watching the day care provider cook,

told his mother about it, as well as tried to teach her to imitate other

habits of the provider; t4 mother, surprisinglry unintimidated, told the

provider, "From now on, we're cooking chicken your way." Finally, some-.

times carry-over is sabotaged by the child's own struggles, like the one who,

although perfectly capable.of dressin9 himself.for the provider, refused

to do'so for his mother. Providers have the option at sach moments to

model for the helpless parent or to avoid interference.

Providers'.Expectations of Parents'

Besidet telling of any illness or significant prior event, parents

are expected to come on time and te) have the child properly clothed.

Some parents contribute snacks, but thisis not expected, and in some

,cases discouraged when it loseeds jealousy between the children. If

parents carry out their end of the contract, most providers feel able to

carry out theirs.

, Parental Attitude Toward.Providers-

4 Yet providers_ e,re often discouraged by what one called the "blase"

attitade of several parents. Frequently they commented how "Some parents

don't even ask about the child, they don't seem to care.,, It's as if they're

\saying, 'as long as you don't kill the child, whateveryou do is okay,'"

Others go so far as to show'interest in "our caring for their kids, feeding,

napping, and keeping them clean, but they're not interested in us teaching

them . . . they think of us only as babysitters which\js not how we see

ourselves." One provider theorized that parents who feel;guilty about leaving

their children turn their guilt into a reason, for criticizing family

day care. There are, of course, relationships. oftrust and approval between

pSrents,and providers, and in some instances the admiration the parent has

for the provider is matchM by providers who are willing to show these
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younger, often single, parents, what to do.

Providers' Attitudes Toward Parents,

3o

Rroviders like to know what the parents want specifically, but if they

don't find that out because of the parent's apathy or hostility, some

assert in the ^face of that detachment, ."I'll go ahead and do it the way 1

want to_ do it, and if it's not to the parent's satisfaction,.the parent

can find another provider.flSuch uneomprbmising responses are atypical of

the providers' usual flexibility, and emphasizes theiC-need for cdoperation

from parents. One honie visitor believed providers also may see themselves

0 as more capable of dealing with children than the parents; "This is justi-

fiahle because they have been taught and the parents have not." As one

provider sumarized, "We don't concentrate of the parent-provider relation-

ship, because our first responsibility is to the child instead. -If the

mother cooperates, fine, but we tread on thin ice with most parents."

Class and Value Conflicts

A further potential gap between providers and parents may be imbedded

in the fact that whereas providers are women who have chosen to stay at hane

with their chi)dren, parents are often women who have chosen Dr been en-

couraged into placing their children in day care and working outside the

home. Some providers resented those parents whom they belie'ved, '.'wentto

work to get rid of the kids." No doubt, in some cases, married, middle-

` income providers who relied on their husbands for support, looked askance

at single parents on Welfare. They expressed their dismay by showing their

incredulity over how poorly the children were dressed or washed. For

children whose parents remained at home (i.e. referred to family day care

for 'casework reasons') it is indeed confusing at times to he separated

from their parents, and the provider's own confusion abodf.the situation

at home can make it stressful all around. Most providers could not

see themselves,leaving home to work and ISreferred to be full-time mothers
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as their children,grew up. This is not to say that most providers did not

respect the lives of the parents; they did, and understood the guilt

several parents bore. -Reconsidering their own female roles and heir re-

lationship with .Welfare, several revealed thoughtful understanding. As

one young provider said. -

"I know.they love their child, but they feel they have to
be' on their own besides. Taking care of,their child isn't
their whole-life . . they need some.other kind of fUlfill-
Ment to be themselves. They want to e their own self. For,
me, this is my life, taking care of kids; I know nothing
else but Lis . . even if I wanted to work outside the home,
I probably-Wouldn't be eligible then for family day care be-
cause the AFDC wOula be cut off-. . . there's just no way
to get ahead without hurting-yoUrself. It's degrading when
you haye to begfor what you need.

Differences of opinion do occur between,parents and providers especially

about discipline and how much to "baby" a child: Several providers nar-
,

rated similar incidents wherein the parents gave them permission to hit

the child or encouraged them to-givethe child bottles or pacifiers. Pro-
,

viders, on their own judgment, refrained from obeying hese parental preferences,

and found alternatives to which the parents often acquiesced.

Provider Complaints
4 -

Often a provider. hires -and prods parents to no avail. Then the agency

or visitor is called in to deal with parents who violate the-fundamental

expectations by arriving at-irregular hours or tardily, or by dressing the

children improperly Dr sending them sick, for example. The exploitation

of time was, in fact, the most strongly voiced complaint of the providers;

"Parents are eager to leave their job at'the end of the day, my job is over

too. I need a regular quitting time . . . I don't do this for twenty-four

hours." In the best of resolutions; parents were eventually able to organize

themselves and come on time; others, late because of job fluctuations or

personal troubles, at least notified providers of probable delays. Many,

providers seemed to have accustomed themselves to this particular annoyance.
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Another bone of contention among providers was exemplified in anecdotes

wherelsh proviers witnessed children playing them off against their 'parents.

Providers have gripes about parents who do not enforce what they say and

who take out their frustrations on their children: In such cases, the impor-

tance of working together is emphasized by providers, like this one who had

sOch a parent: "I Xook tfme and patience with her. I felt sorry for her

when I found out she thought people were down on her. When I found out her

problems, I gave more to her child and I gave her.some ideas of how to help

her son."

Tips for Providers in Working with Parents r.
1. "YoWneed to train parents as much as the kids. Let the parents

know you work for an agency and that you're hot )aying down these .laws

yourself, but that these are the agency rules, like having kids yicked up,

on time. Be firm and definite about your rules. Be flexible, but don't

let parents min over you"

2. "Share with the parent what you,,do and get from them basic

ihformation you need . . . the child's favorite foods, sleeping pattrns,

favoite toys."
4.

3. "Dealing With parents is the hardest adjustment to make as a

family day care provider. Be ready to get frustrated. . . the children

may not be as clean;or in as good health as you'd expect. Learn to take

= things in stride and o accept some things you can't change."

4. "Dou'A let problems go for too long; catch them in the beginning."

5. "Encourage parents to ask or complain directly\to you."

6. "Don't get too friendly with parents becaPse if you want to

criticize, you won't be taker too seri,ously. Some parents take advantage

ofyour friendship."
.0

7. "Only stay involved with the child and don't meddle in family

problems.

.7
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.8. "Some providers Walk-on pins and needles with parents. Be straight-

forward; you can offer alternatives without insulting. Instead of saying,

'You're doing it wrong,' say, ' this has worked for me.'"

s.

Providers' Tips for Parents

1. "You can have more confidence in agency-sponsored aay care than

in private day Care, because there's always back-up in case of emergencies."-

2. "Meet the provider, find out about her abilities, and see if you

can go away feeling at ease that your child is being well takn care of."

3. "Find out how she disciplines your child.",

4. "Find out the details of any problems the pro\iider has with your

child. 'He's doing fine' is not satisfactory."

5. "Find out how much attention your child is getting and what the

daily routine is."

6. "Understand it's a job for the provider and that it has certain

obligationsofor you to fulfill, such as arriving on time, etc., and working

with, not against, your chil'd."

Visitor Intervention with Parents

Back-up and intervention is available for parent-provider conflicts;

home visitors and providers, however, prefer that providers iron-out

problems by thOmselves. As one provider said, "If you can't communicate

°with the parent, it's difficult to do anything positive." Another provider,

who,expected parents to complain to her, felt it would be an insult to

a parent, if she complained about 'the parent to the visitor, a third party,

. and she herself would feel hurt if a parent did not feel free to tell her

directly. Usually, visitors intervene tel reiterate what providers have already

said. Tardiness was the most likely reason for home visitor mediation.
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Home Visiting The Visitors' Perspective

First, Impressions of elr Role

Most vi.sitors spoke of their initial uncertainty about what was

expected of them and of the lack of guidance offered them by the providers,

who themselves were equally unstre about the purpose of the visits\ and, in

some cases,"suspicious and defensive about them. As the visitors relaxed

and let their role, evolve, they gained clarity about their job; ITInce.

I realized I could establish my own role with each individual , it became

easier." Most visitors presumed they would function in several capacities,

and, if their system did not have separate social workers and educational

aides, they found themselves blending'those jobs, as a "resource" person.

Such a multifaceted visitor is expected to be available in several primary

ways; by.bringing materials and toys to the home and involving the children

in then, by assessing indiv'fdual children's needs Ad how Well they were

being met, by discussing with providers problems such as toilet trOping,

sharing, convnunicating with natural pareks, and by listening to the pro-

viders about their own feelings and supporting their own efforts. Few saw

their mission as family day care provider trainers. Most 'shied away from

any hint of being considered an expert; "I'm not a visiting expert; I'm

here to support her in her work."

Changes in Role Definition

As they became IkcqUainted with the providers and family day care

children, several had \their assumPtions altered over what was feasible

-or desirable for home Visitors to do. For one, it was the realization

that "talking to or about kids is not just for %Ocial workers, but it's,'

day' care work too." For, another who expec-ted to have an essentially

educational input, she discovered that, "I, didn't have time to plan and

teach activities. Crises, conflicts,' problems instead had priority.

63
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The provider would deluge me with questions about the child. Many of these

children's emotional problems were the need, Their lives are filled

with strain." 'A crisis-orientation was reiterated by another visitor from

a different system. Out of personal preference, some felt it was of secondary

importance to focus on entertaining the children or on demonstrating pro-
f

jects; "showing techniques interferes with developing a trusting, sharing

relationship and,le(vis to a teasher-student relationship, which is not my

goal." Others found demonstrations unnecessary; "I expeted I'd-have to

teach about working with kids more than I do.( The providers are already

pro's at it." Working with the children themselves, rather than with the

provider, fit the style of a few;vi'sitors'better, while others were making a

transition to working primarily with the provider.

Variety of Visitor Purposes as Function of Each System

It is probable that some of the variation in the visitors' opinions is

due to th'e 'different ways their systems are organized; .e.g., visitors in

mixed (center plus home) systems found providers needing ',less reTief or

ideas for crafts, etc., and more interested in adult company; support, and

a review of the children's progress. In a solely family,day care system, one

visitor defined a key alfect of her job as "taking over for 4 hotly's so the

provider could leave.". This contradicts what-most visitors would do; Tike

provider's, they don't see themselves as babysitters, and would substitute

only for emergencies. Obviously, too, beginning prdviders have needs

different from experienced ones. Finally, several visitors had job respon

sibilities that extended beyond home visits. They considered themselves

advocates,for providers, fighting for decent salaries for child,care, arranging

field trips and in-service- training, and encouraging providers to move up.

the "career-ladder." Several noted that providers themselves are not poli-

tical or organized, such that'"the agency is more ambitious for:\the family

day care providers than they are for themselves. ".__Visitors also doubled as

recruitors, prograni developers, and workshop Teaders. One visitor explained;

"The day care program's survival comes first; home visiting, one aspect of -

maintaining quality, doesn't get the coverage it ideally OiOuld."'

1
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Despite,the pressures most visltors felt in handling all ttleir

assignments, they'almost unaniMously saw value 4Ven in intermittent visits

because they could serve as a troubleshooter and cOnnecting link to the

agency. The telephone also fosters continuous contact and is relied upon

by many visitors,either to plan upcoming visits, to follow-up on a referral-

or incident, or simply to.say hello..

Itt Benefits of Visits for Providers,

Visitors outlined numerous advantages for family day care providers

receiving visits.. Support was fundamental. "SometiMes people get wrapped

up, taking care-of kids. They need outside cOntact. Some women feel trapped;

they need to feel how important their job is and how important they are

,in a child's life. I let them showAff their expertise.", Another said,

"A mother who has children alone all day can get overwhelmed. It's impor-

tant for providers to share their successes, their breakthroughs, like

when a child who's been clinging for months.starts to play with the others."

By giving significance to daily events and reinforcing the 'provider's

accomplishments, by encpuraging providers,to speak with parents,,and by

keeping them informed of agency happenings, visitors feel they 'take away

the oppressive sense of being a babysitter and leOtimize and bolster the

provider's self-image as a professional or semi-profes'sional. Agency

affiliation in addition allows the proVider to be insured of her salary,

vacation, emergency help, services for her own children, and tile morale-

boosting meeting with other providers. Disadvantages were cited in terms

of the loss of authority over setting one's own rates and responsibilities.
0

Giving Advice ,

Home visitors will listen,to providers air out their concerns about

behdvior problems and may offer ideas about a child's behavior and what to

do about it. Advice is often personalized; "Something that worked for me

is . . .". Often it means searching with the provider for what will work

fOr her, which involves getting into her feelings about the child, her-

self, and the alternative;
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Home visitors who have been family day care-providers or who are

parents find it helpful to use examples from their ow children when pre-

senting the pro's and con's of-child rearing "tactics." As one visitor

said, "We're in'the same boat. They don't like to hear about Dr. Tiaget.

I use my own stories a lot. It makes me-more comfortable,and it's easier

for them to relate to me." Another said, "Common Sense, not book learned

ideas, impress providers."

Presenting Alternatives Criticism Vs. Modelling ,

,N.

Visitors do not try to force issues, but rather comprômise or model,

to demonstrate how to have "kids improvise on projects" or to show how to

set limits. It is particularly valuable for the visitor to present,a new

way of dealing with the provider's own child. Providers are often reticent

to voice worries over their own childreh, and visitorc are hesitant to

comment for fear of hurting the prov'ider's self-image as competent parent

and provider.. Although harboring critical feelings, most visitors-rarely

found confrontation preferable to "coming in through the baGk door" by

setting an example. In their accommodating the individuality of the prQ-

vider, visitors 1.00k at the-,strengths and weaknesses of the provider and

decide, for example that "Mrs. X is really good willb active kids, but she's

not one to do a lot of messy activities." Most,visitors would like providers

to feel free to call on_them, and tO'criticize them as well, seeing such

criticism as a way of learning how to improve their services. Like pro-

viders they would also like to know when they have done a good job.

Between visitors and providers, overt conflicts were rarely described.

However, visitors were critical of providers who went to extremes when.it

came to prohibiting noisy and-messy activities, demanding immediate

obedience and politeness, and exaggerated fairness. One visitor commented,-

"Some providers try so hard to be fair to day care children, they short-

change Aheir own. If a day care child is 3,and their own child iS 6, they

won't let the 6 year old go up the street since the 3 year old can't."

Although rarely are providers described as dogmatic, such cases do epitomize

the types of intransigence inappropriate to day care; most of these,providers

6 6
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. were encouraged or made to_quit..,,,

VisitOrs, Providers, Parents,
e

r
o r

"
Visitors accurately perceive the central complaints provide6 have,

which often are directed at the natural parents. Home visitors:recov

nize and sympathize with the providersdistress over (1) time ibuses;

tardinesS., no notice;(2) being viewed as a convenience or a babysitter;
m-

and (3) contradictory discipline. Visitors stipOort providers in their, AT

right to speak out'andthey encourage parent involVeMent s6 idea1194,a,7:éntS

can understand:the effects their delays have on the family day care 6pMe.

Reciprocally,,visitors see part of their purpose' as helpifig providers

"accept other life-styles."

Depending on the agency'structure, home visitorS may or may not'hav

regular contact with,the natural parents. When there are disagreementsx,

visitors familiar with both points of view are at an advantage, althotigh'-

joint "caucuses" were rarely described; instead, visitors"first encouraged

providers to deal with the trouble, knowing they could count on follow-

through intervention if their attempts failed. -Many visitors, dissatisfied

with purely second-hand knowledge about parents, desire face-to-face con:-

tact wi

i
h the parents, if 6nly'on an informal basis, such as a,parent

. a
night or parent-training workshops. One visitor suggested Craft-oriented

events, wherein providers and/or parents could socialize, learn a Personally -'

satisfying craft, and translate it to child-size proportions, without having'

to suffer through lectures on child development, etc. Repeatealy, personal

participatiop was seen as. key'for enlisting the interest of providers.

Home visitors want at least to know how the child is treated at hoMe, so

that'in making suggestions to providers, suggestions will fit into a child's

unique circumstances.

Visitors' Tips 'for Visitors

1. "Demand time in the beginning to see other visitors and systems.

Visitors need the stimulation of each other, just as providers do."
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2. "Ser yourseTf as a support to the providers; you're not expected

to come in apd teach thea. . . Let them .knowyou are not an expert, but

that you,do kflow a lot."

3, "KnoWJlow to listu and 'get people to talk to you. At first,

providers are afraid to complain. Anticipate their concerns. P'roviders

'may Ihink you're a,spy. Show them you're forthem: Don't be judgmental."

4. "Judge 'each situation individually. Maybe there's no one best way

to offer family day care."

5. "You can make providers aware of alternatives, but. you can't tell

them what to do. You'll o'ffer two or three id,pas, and they'll take one . .

Set an example, becatAe if you doWt behave with the kids the way you ad-
, ,

\"/ocate, you have no right to do the job."

6. "Be versatile 'and ready for projects that flop."

7. "Be aware of conf1icts between yoyarself and theOrider. Support

he positive, and when you're trusted, bring up issues. Say what you

believe."

8. "Be very infor&l, but don't get too friendly."

.9. "Explain Ihe rules of confidentlality to ;the roviders from the

starlt."

10. "Like coffee and tea."

. Visitors Evaluate.Their Job

f

Visitor's themselves are often superviseds_and were generally satisfied

with the guidance they received. SevPra) requests were made for moreAd-

vice on early childhood education and:learning; "J want to knpw how, to

evaluate each child's individual needs, how to-set individOal goals to meet

those needt, and how to know when goals have been met. A few visitors

wanted consultation on how to s,et up better training.programs.
,
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(

Visitors enjoyed meeting and gaining the trust of.a.variety Qf

people. They were enthusiastic about family day care in contrast tb center

care. Others were reased with their own learning and their own effective-

ness, especially when the providers did sonfe-ti,ing even remotely connected

with the project they had presented. "That's the best because the kids

will get it again Ad again." Finally, visitors were proud to see children

develop and finprove while in one of their day care homes.

f

.

c.
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Family Day Care ProvidersL View of Their Home Visitors

Child-Oriented Visits

Both providers' and children generally look forward to 'visits which ,

"provide a change" from the usual routine. For the children, it is a,

chance to be with another adult, and,often, to do or make something

special. Projects introduced by the visitor may be so pdpular that the

provider repeats them many times later; "She brings things like circle

concepts. We do it for days after. I like the educatdonal thin4k she

brings." For those providers with very YOung chirdren with short attention

spans, there is reportedly not much "carr-y-over" of the activities the visitor

shows,unless the visitor can adapt activities to the children's low

frustration-tolerance level. Sometithes the'Yqiior's own enthusiasm may

be enough to put a new activity into the rebe4oire,,of the provider.

Providers Gain from Visits

For tfie provider, the visit As alchance to talk with another adult,

thich is often a needed as well as plea'sant break from the continuous com-
f

pany of children. The support is critical as those with prior experience

as foster parents point out; they bemoan the lack of such ongoing visits

when they offered twenty-fourthour care. As one said appreciatively,

"She bolsters me up. After she leaves, I feel I'll make it." Another added,

. "It's4lksy to forget you're working for someone . . . it gives you confidence . .

You need somebody who makes you feel they care about what's going on, that

you're not stuck in a house by yourself." Most providers sang praise of .

their agency and saw the supplemental group meetings as another major input

into their lives',.either in terms'of "getting themselves out of the house

and with other adults" or in terms of learning from their colleagues.

Visitors were favored for a host of other reasons also. For those

providers with children with special needs, the beginning stress, self-

doUbt, and adjustments were made smoother aS they talked it out with their
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visitor. "Knowing someone's on your side and that you won't be stranded

is important," said one provider. TroUbles with parents were also eased;

"You don't have to handle everything totally on your own," another added with

relfief. The attention visitors gave to all the children and the ideas

they presented were also appreciated, as well as "the chance to see.how

others work with your group, especially how the visitor works with yopr own

child." Although preferring to talk about the children's"problems with-

out them present (which' could deprive some children of the opportunity for

feedback and participation in solving his or her own problems), providers

liked the way visitors, as outsiders, helped them "focus, analyze, and

anticipate problems in the group."

Providers.' Dissatisfaction With Visits

For those alencies understaffed, there were some complaints about in-

frequency of visits. One'proyider reminisced how visitors used,to send out

'calendars "which were great," but that now there,was little foreknowledge

or frAuency to her visits. Another disliked theslowness of respont-e

during emergencies. A provi r caring for A child with special needs wished)\

too,,for more frequent vi.sits; "With such a child, you question your-

self, am I bitting my head against the walP You ntied assurance.you're

doing right.", A few providers were angry when visitors, who had to fulfill

other positions withln the agency, devoted more time ta planning YOr the

future (training, trips) than to meeting "our conc4n atcout today's emer-

gencies."
.e...

.

Individual proyiders expressed peeves ,common to the/group. Several

older providers felt the, young,visitors had not enough experience.with child-

rtn. They criticized the way these visitors set their expectalions to0 high
;-'-

for the.children, "aslf they didn't know they had a short attention

span.". Another wanted visitors not onlly to bring reguested materials, but

. original ones as well; "I lust run out of ideas of what to ask her for."

Several wanted to go on more trips. For those worried about distrubed

children in their group, there was a desire for visitors to be aware of,

.

4
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such children and to offer suggestions, especially related to teaching

these children; one provider noticed speech retardation in a child and the

home visitor was able to show her how to encourage Me child to make sounds.

Family day care providers want the creative stimulation visitors' opinions

offer. One nyjd, "If anything visitors could give more advice. I think

they're afraid of being overbearing. They,want an,equal, cooperative re-

lationship; they don't wanf to be patronizing." This philosophy was es-

poused by visitors who considered providers co-staff, Apparently, some pro-

viders want supervision which does not necessarily prohibit relatiorAhips

of equality or of mutual respect.

Complaints about Viitor Attitudes

Unfortunatel Y, some visitors'are perceived bY their providers to be

treating them and the children with condescenion. "I've seen visitors

talk to kidS like they're plastic, as if the child will break. It's

artificial." A couple of providers barely tolerated the visits, although

they did atknowledge the us'efulness4bf having their visitors tell them about.;

what wA "going on in the .home." What they wanted was for the visits not

to exclude direct play with the children, and to include honest criticism;

"Nobody lies,,but nobody's straightforward:,I hate being pampered by polite-
.

ness." These providers also found, the suggestions offered them unre*listic,

"easier said than done." As one provider say', "I want something that will

work in this kime." One mo,pler elaborated on her annoyance:

"I get frustkited being told things I 'Clon't need to be
told; Ws as if she felt I needed t learn how to wash
the floor'. A lot of what she says isn't practical; its
as if she ignores my own situation. It's like Mr. Rogers .

he's very sweet and niTi, but would he.be that cool and soft-
spoken if he had children there?

.

"She cows to see how the chi1dp0 are.doing,.but &he finds
out by asking me. I could say fine, but for all she knows

lying. TaTVing to me alone is a waste of time; they
could just as well call tO find out how everyone's doing.
I'd,like a visit wfrere shespends half her time with the
kids."

1-
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It should be noted that an opposite situationexisted wherein a provider

felt deprived of time for herself, but who also wanted the visit to be

split evenly between attention for her and for the children. In both

cases, these_providers saw themselves or the children being .slighted.

Providers' Advice to Visitors

1. "You should come with a list of questions and ask the provider

what she would prefer as to how. to use your ttme. It needs to be said in
lk

the beginning."

2. "Be prepared for the Children to test you out at first. Have

patience. Get to know the children, to see if they're progressing or not.

Also, if the provider has a problem with the child, you would then know

well who she's talking about."

3. "Spend time just observ-ing, see what the kids do on their own,

without supervision."

4. "Be creative and enthusiastic with projects. Family day care

providers need help with different ideas to keep kids happy."

"If my visitor can pick up something about what I'm doing ahd-tell

me another way to do it I'd like suggesttqns."

"Be like a teacher with children."

"Put advice on a-personal basis;

and don't go by the book."

children enjoyed . .

5. 1You need a natural ability to get along with all kinds of people.

Be a real person; don't sit there and smfle every three minuies."

"You need to be able to drop what you're doing, and mit You

can't be set in j/Our ways."

6. "Never put a family day care provider down, especially when her owh .

q
children are involved. Give alternatives."

_

V V

W
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Family Clay Care Providers Tal K About Themselves

The Job's Attractiveness-

What led these mothers to take on this job? Most prefaced their

remarks by saiing simply that they liked children. A home-tentered job

allowed them to remain at home with their own children and provide companibn-.

ship-for them. Only one stathd explicitly that she, in part,.took up

family day care because ,''my own have grown up and I was lonesome." Others....

wanted more'Children themselves but could not afford it or could not have

them. Being a family day care pt.ovider was thus a happy medium. Gaining

help or other benefits for their own children was a motive mentioned by

a few of the women. Extra money was rarely brought up as a "moving,force"

in deciding to do day care. Thus, this position is held by female parents

who both enjoy and want to rear their own and other's children, and who

opt for such work even,though the pay is low. Although not vocal or bitter

about their meager pa9, often because they weigh its defic-it against the

benefits derived for their own children via the agency services, most ,

providers did believe theydeseryed a decent salary above and beyond the

non-monetary advantages of the job. However, the topic of money just did

not agitate them the way, for example, the abuses by the natural parents

did. Perhaps organizing among themselves has too many obstacles, whereas

they can have imediate and productive effects on the naturat parents who

violate their contract.

Isolation

A minority of providei-s described themselves as isolated. They felt

immobilized or tied down either for lack of transportation or for con-

straints imposed by taking care of infants or very active children? Althougn

acknowledging,tneir S1tuation as a nuisance, few expressed much concern

about it. One mother figured, "I'm not any more confined than I ever was."

74
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Some providers relied on the phone or naptime visitors for adult contact.

Another provider said she could handle the isolation in good weather, but
4, .

that, "I get bqgged down in the winter. My friends are older and don't have

small children, so they don't visit much and can't get out, in bad weather.

Home visitors are more important in the winter." .Getting together with ,

neaeby family day care groups was mentioned by only a few providers. The

overall picture of these providers is not one of desperately frustrated

women burdened with children, but of women, willingly and with satisfaction,

taking on the demands of child-rearing in their own homes. Wit matters
to them, they find ways to break their isolation. Neighborhood cqhesion,

geography, and the lifestyle of'the provider arz.e other factors that promote

or discourage the provider's isolation. However, family day calte; by its

nature based in private "nuclear" units, does set up individual adults to,

care for several thildren for long hours;this in itself runs the Hsk of

straining one person. (The model of communa1 family day care servites has

nOt yet beeri reported, except perhaps for play groups ). Home visitors, in -7

part, seem to exist for that reasoh: .to lessen the iSOlatiOn.

4

What It Takes To Be a Family Day Care Provider As Providers And Their

Visitors See It:

1. "If you want to do it for the money, rather,than for the child's

sake, don't do it."

"Plan on doing it for at least one year."

"You've got to like what you're doing; if you don't you won't last."

"You need to know you want to be at home, so you won't be saying,

'Christ, I can't take this.' You need to be committe6 from the start, so

you won't get resentful and abandon the children."

"Being a family day care provider should be like wanting to work

in a store'or school. You want to know your job-well."

4 2. "You have to realize your life -is changed: , You have to be home

so the parent can4oick up her kids. You have to schedule your time; you

can't plan going places without the kids. There aren't babysitters for ,
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family aay care providers."

"You need to be open to learning and sharing, developing your own

experiences, and to putting up .with invasion of your privacy."

"You have to make compromises so all the children can be involved,

,your own and:the day care."

3. "Be firm and strong in the beginning. You can't let the kids take

the run of the house."

. 4. "You.need to have an easy-goinq attitude and have patience. You

can't be perfect from the start, but you may want to. Don't expect too

much too quickly; you can't all of a sudden 16ve a child.'

"You must realize you olon't take over the.upbringing of the child,

but that you can provide care for the child.';

-

5. "You need to be open with the children about your.feelings. Tell

them about your needs."

Satisfaction Derived From Their Work

When asked what they liked best about being a f-amily day care provider,

providers' responses ranged from making contributions!Ito the children's .

lives to making contributions to their own: "I likg best when I see the

children show concern and love for eaCh other, when I se'e they care about

each other. I like it when they show their feelings, that, they trust me

enough to do that:" Being involyed in the changes and growing of the child-

'ren pleased others; "It makes you feel good because your teaching has

helped them do it." "One child came to me with many problems; when she left

me she was the complete opposite. I know I've had a positive effect on her."

Orikother enjoyed observing the children; "they get such a kick out of.

everything, like going on a bus, or seeing an Easter bunny f gave one

child his first birthday cake:" Some spoke of the personal gains, such as

staying home to work, "group fellowship," renewed energy, and a variety of

adult acquaintances, most of which had been inhibited prior to becoming a

family day care provider. "I like what it's done for me as a Person

it's rounded out my life, helped me fulfill myself." Several were pleased*
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with their new motivation for further education in the early childhood field,

and, in one case, for climbing up the "career ladder." A mother who became

involved in the community Head Start and the Office for Children declared,

"It's opened up a whole new thing fdr me!"

Persons who enter into family day care wqrk apparently can expect

"ego-boosting," as one provider.called it. The tangible reyards of thi5

work ,generated sub§tantial enthusiasm among providers in this study.

7 '7

,0II;
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Final Thoughts

Factors Effecting Variability of Visits
,

In considering the roles visitors and providers have created, first

the reality of agency constraints and philosophies.mus be recalled as

determinants equal to the shaping force of the individual personantfes.

Agencies with the financial capabilities may be able to employ'both a

-social worker and an educational aide, either of whom may,bave been presented
\,.;

to this project as the home visitor;.or,.they may'require one person to

fulfill those roles.

SeCondly, the diversity of the visitor portrait can be aCcounted for

by the different day care'programs. Mixed,systems,'or those now imple-

menting if not regular.group care, at least a resource center or gathering

place, and systems employing student volunteers, are at an advantage in

terms of having alternative inputs into the provider's role whether fol-

relief or for stimulation. These program variables can shift the(purpose

of home-visiting.

Thirdly, visitors, influenced by their prior training, may emphasiie

counseling providers or parents, observing children, or working directlY

with children, or any combination of their numerods possible functions.'

Finally, personalities determine the nature of the visits. Home

visiting as a process continually evolves in relatiOn to the everchanging

interest and needs of the provider and the expanding abtlities of the'

visitor. It may then depend greatly on the providO's ability to take

initiative in making,the agenda for visit's, and on the sensitivities of the
,

Visitor to the personal style of the'OrbVider .and to the 'more constant .

strUctural tensiTis wjthin family day,care, itself. The extent to which the
'

proy/der fegls'linderstood And respected:by the visitor may beAudged by

thpeXtent to,Whi:ch the provider comnluoicaies her most important concerns.
,

ThatOn,turn,"-Way depend on bow well theyisitor js abl,e to'affirm the

legitimacy'of.the provider's Ideis and feelings. Thus, home visiting is

a two-way rela0ohship that has brought to it, the personalities, the

1,7
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leariiing-teaching styles, the job definitions and agency context, _and the

host of objectives, needs and means by which providers and visitors make

themselves known to and accessible to each other.

Who Decides to Join a System

The focu's of this project has been "obligatory" home visits. Overall ,

this service is not,reSente0, but actually eagerly anticipated by the

majority of providers interviewed. To account for the popularity of these

visits, several hypotheses seem reasonable: First, providers who have

chosen to make public, rather than private, faTily day care arrangements,

may be motivated and perceive their gains slightly differently from fully

private caregivers, and thus make,up a separate sample from the types of

child care-giving. They may be persons who find the idea of doing it to-

tally on their own too complex or risky, or they may be persons who recog-

nize the benefits of support. (Several remarked how they themselves would

never place their childrep in unknown private homes ),'Visits to them are

not an intrusion, but a welcome and concrete reminder of that back-up.

Secondly, it is possible that private 'care-givers are not even aware

of options to affiliate, while those represented by this sample were privy

to such information. Because agency-sponsored day care has been associated

with Welfare clientele and may connote casework placements, the agencies

themselves may select out"those who best meet their own criteria for

joining, thus making agency resources unavailable to others who illay go on

to do family day care privately. L

Those who choose to affiliate accept the required licensing, traihirig,
e .

record-keeping, etc., What distinguishes',these prov,iderF from the '90% of.
_

, private providers is this fact that thely do. Ilpi, perceive bur6utratic
,

,
. -

0 . .

rigamarole and ''agency.,cOnnectjons. as. repugnant. Perhaps they are .cOressing '

a desire,forprofessionalization. In tontrast to_the privatecaregiver, 'they
. ..

,may r'eceive certificateS ahd opportOnities ,to attend ,wftkshOps, :socia,l.

event, and le advance up ,the .career:.-radder.....Tilel'mY tie '"theaselve$,,mOre:

*.service-oriented,..gien tilat ,most% Of .this ,saMpTe was bno means,deXnde;le
,

, f

I d .
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upon .thplr:saY4rY albne for' a liveliho4 In ,b volunteer-like,.position,'

149r:n0; o f these provjders who'werendd1e Thts deriyed satisfaCtiori knOwing
,

they_were.O'ill 'Nor'-children. Perhaps 'taking 'their:Work. mo0

r.
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they may be more Apt to accept "consultation" in the format of home visits.

The Primary-Gain Visit Support

The providers' satisfaction.with having visits is clear from the

results. Apparently, what makes visits pleasing is the direct feeling of /

support. When interviewed, most visitors humbly denied their own competence

in what might be loosely called communication skills, and instead, praised

the providers' abilities. Visitors forthe most part, shied away from any

presumption of expertise, and preferred to consider themselves'multi-

faceted "resource".people whose assets lie in their ability to offer alter-'

natives and a listening ear. Part then& of what the visitor offers, is

this appreciation of the provider's own expertise.

Relationships with Trust vs. Goal-Directed Visits; Adaptability of

. Visits Over Time

Whereas'some progars see visitors as trainers, or like Denver's,

believe visits should be "goal-orielid" or else degenerate into gab

sessions, les exlicit planning and more.relationship building character-

ized the intent of-v'sitors interviewed. Questionnaire results suggest

that the providers, -Who had worked in day care-for an average of two years,

are int,eresteci in.greateeNtrust and risk-taking (i.e., more opportunities

. to give'and rec'eive:feedbac04,and also implictly,
. in more individually-

...5,
.

<5 -tailored insVruttional yisits (mb011ing) above and beyond cherished time

spent;ta-11(ing':";6tervws;rev'eale4tha,t many providersoare attuned to

tOndescensiop and can diffknentiate stfiggestions that encourage their in-
A I.0 ,

dependenk.e. from,edvtce-giving that fosters-dependency. These seasoned

providerseem.to'find,the supportive visitor stance iis6ally a satisfying

Aiven, butnow _aft inteei'te0;in 'carrying out their familiar work with greater

awarenes's,0 they_qfect the .Children's social, emotional, physical,

and infellectuai",deve160ent. 'Although they do not v.int'ihe entire visit

focusedcg, showing them how to talkWith phil-dren, share housei101d situatjons

"educ'atio411y,".-etc.; thereiS.sufficten't evidence that part of some visits :

needs,tobesdeOteakko 'such-endeavors.
--Y1''

St,

A
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r- Over time, agencies need to re-evaluate the objectives and appropriate-,

ness of visits, especially for such seasoned providers,. Although more

experienced providers may appreciate adult company as much'as the novice,

agencies need to consider how to meet that common social need and et the

same time, accommo4ate the modest ,educational inputs these PrOviArs seek

for themselves and the children. One a provider haS settled into her own

routine comfortably, and is confident orher abilities, one would expect .

-the purpose and necessity of visits to change. Granted that providers are.

likely to be ambivalent in their desire for criticism and instruction,

the project's findings do suggest that some degree of increased in-home

training is appealing to them. In additioil, these providet4s might be encouraged

to themselves teech beginners, man resource centers, and basically, extend the

use of their skills. For veteran-providers, bi-monthly evaluations of visits

might add the challenge and degree q, participation several providers seek.

Providers or Visitors as Teachers I.

A subtle distinction between training vs. support-oriented visits

comes out in the attitudes of both providers and visitors of this sample.

During interviews, the biases that.filtered into mention of teacher-student,

visitor-provider parallels made it unusual for participants to define them-

selves as teachers. Apparently, part of what makes such a notion 'repre-

hensible to them is disdain foy hierarchical relationshiA. (Many visitors
\

want providers to be their Ouals,."professionals On the age cy staff,'!

and'not their underlings. hey see themselves as resources-;-not trainers.

Providers identify themselies dsually as "day care mothers" as opposed to

"day care teachers." jeaching far many was,associated with assigned tasEs

and rigid schedule's Their awn Phformality-anp flexibility (attributes of.

, good teachers) in the1r framework con-tradicts the sinister imige many seem
't

N tO hold of teachers. ";,..

t ,

Day Care Mothefc'Aay Cari TeaCher
.4./

, T

0

ThisNdistinctOn between !!OPOreAeache,r". and"day Care, mother"
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seems to imply at for oviders, child care in the home.haS diffd-erI\

goals from chi care in a center. In the latbillr, workers,typically.An-

sider themselves teachers, which, in some cases, is supplemented by' c

'college degrees. Family day care providers may nOt have educationally

developed their interest in children, but this does not appear a suf=

ficient reasOn for them to deny themselves the status other'day caresworkers

assume. Certainly for some, though, leaping from the familiar self as

"mother" tO "mother of a few more," is not'as radical or threatening,a

shift as suddenlyconsidering oneself, "day care teacher."

/- Prescott's research has substantiated providers' intuitions about

differences,in day care settings, but other research does not contend

that differences between child-rearingsettings negates the teaching

function parents (providers) naturally perform:

The mother is the most importAnt single individdal in the ;life
of-the infant and"young child; this is tnate but true. It is .

not always so obviods that the thother beeomes literally the
child's first teacher, the controller and programmer Of his
learning experiences. In doing this she occupies two vital roles::
She serves as controller-of stimulus events; 'that is, she is the_
one most influential over the home environment, And the one
who determines which events in the home'impinge on the Infant.
She is the controller of the reward system;that is, she is the
chief one to respond to the behavior of the infant and child,
either positively,'negatively, or neutrally. (Gray, 1971)

Gray's description could be more generally applied to any person fulfilling

a parenting or care-taking role.,, i.e., family day care providers of pre-

schoolers, male or female. Providers do haVe teaching responsibilities

derived from fhe very way they structure the environment and interact

with the children. ,

Visitors Teachers, Too

41

Gray's colleagues, in a Study of the feasibility of train' g providers,
, k..)

saw these providers as "change-agents" in the life of the-chil1 , who could

use home visits as a pl ce to learn how to provide "positive reinforcement,"

age and abiiity appropr(ate materials and activities, physical organizing

7
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.of the home, etc. (Dokecki,..1971). In these visits, visitors had clear-

"cut obj-ectives (i.e., "demonstrate techntques of motivating children

ittend") and easily available materials ,-("Three foam block's, home made").

By obServing, commenting on, and wOrking with all adultsand children

,presentvisitor's. casually demonstated, Without lecturing, helpful things

to-do with childr4, building upon the.prOgress accumulated over weeks of

visits. That study, and othe-rs, suggest ways,that visitors can also function

'as teachers Nhen providers are open to perceiving themselves as learners.

Teacher and Learners
a

What-the providers in this sample-want s a middle ground that

, acknowledges them as shapers in the children's lives, but that does not

coe.r.ce them into becoming mechanical technicians'of child care. They'

want to learn howto elaborate upon their current abilities, but they do.

not mant their abilities put down in the process. 'There is an undeniable -
,

ambiguity for these women-in being a parent-provider as- well as a teacher,

and part"Of the difficulty in'creatjr0training and support is in helping

them wit§ ttiht ambiguity.

Family Day Care Advantages That Need Suppcart

'Children brought up in families of friends or relatives is a' time-

, A honored traditionlemented today by family daY care providM-V'
. .

strangers. Rearing a child in a day care home, though, is ncr asSurance of
, .

Care that goes beyond custodial provisions.% -However, in comparisohs between,

open, cloSed:group settings, sfamily day care,settings, 'and natural home-

nurserS/ school 'half-day settings', Prescott found that An family day ,ca're

there is more adult-availability than in group care, high supports for
,

self7es:teem,- and, equal oppOrtunities for;cognitive stimulation aIS in opeh

strKtureAroup care:(Prescott; .1971): ,She conCludes: '
-,;,.,

'Itapears, that.solpe day care settilss.,ar,e not optimal
fortertain 'kinds of activitie's,and behavior and"-that sUch

. 1 , .-

ActiOns . - r '
271' l'>

;.,

a..

S 3
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are not likely to occur unless'the adults involved are highly
motivated to bring them about and are exceptionally skilled in
doing so. (Prescott, 1973. p. 7)

. .
,. . .

. .

Providers Vary in their level of skill competency working with young
,

_,-- children and' in thejr previous experiences. -In the, face of'the diStinctive

advantages possible in family day care, it seems likely that proViders

1d2benefit from support being made-available ,to them.
Ni . ...

_One visitor in the present tudy §poke eloquently"about what Many
,

parents like about the best of home-based care, although, in all fairness,

.the visitor does-not give credit to-the best of center carew---
,

, v -/
,

, - family 'day care is attractive ta me because it is.a real home
(no% home-Like); it's non-pressured and casual when it works
well. We don't give family day care mothers an educational pro-

_ gram, like how many mobiles.to put up.. In a society so competi-
tive and achievement-oriented, it's nice to have a program where-
kids are getting good care that's not pressured. It's important
to let the kids have a childhood,. with a lot of their time_ un- (

supervised (but also supervised in that if they get a bloody-nose,
the day care mother is six feet away). GroWing up in the bak
yard is possible with family day care. In centers; kids are
'supervised.all the time; that robs them of a large part of their :

childhood.i times can be relaXed. We train mothers to be sensitive
to child development and to beinj- involved with:the children.
ifthey d6 that;,they, do all they neeeto do. ff they go shopping ;

and involve the children,'that'-s as vOvabfe.for the child as
,

playing with a balance. ' s.

Providecs in thisssample state that they da have the_children join jn these
#

,0 ..
. household,activilies, bilt their'interest in knowing ow to"share them as

..

"learningaexperlences" indicates that learning is going on, but that pro-
.

. d
, videk are,interested in knowing what kind of.loariling they,are ok can.en-

os .

courage by their own responses. Many of them do see 'themselves Is 1Trners,

whfth. in esAtnce, gives.the visitors the-openihg to see themselves as\

teachers.

Further Research

4

17
further research is needed.to lear tly:toristent these: portraits,

.

derived-thorn verbal rei5orts, Are with4e ctual behavior of isito9rs and
,

,.
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I.

day care providers dyring visits and over a period of time. Also, com-

parisons,pf agency-sponsored providers with those without home visits might

help t1arify the relative,merits Of those visits in'contrast 'to other

sources of support and training Comparing the home env,ironments of public

providersswith training versus those private providers without trainipg

might\help illuminate the impact training. Determining the features of

day care'settings and home environments that'"nurture" competent pre-

schoolers is also needed, with an eye to short and long term effects.
. .

Prior to any eval,uation of agency-sponsored family day care settings, it i

is crucial to know whabare,the terms in which the providerss and vis,itors

This project has been in.that tradition.-evaluate their own performance.

r

1st



Summary

Twenty-two familAday care.providers and twelve home visitors from
seven Massachusetts agency-sponsored family day care systems completed

81

2-part queistionnOres investigating thetr pei:Teptions of their own and
kLeach other's ideal and' acuaIbehaVior .their ph)videri' and

visitor 'roles. Provider-2.questionnAire Atemit, foCused on (1) physical
environment of home, personk) possessionsroutine; (2) materials and

. activiCies; and (-3) interpersonal relations'hips. Visitor-questionnaire,

.

iems focCised on (1) frequencyand duration of -visits; (2) Ositor
administrator-liAon, consultant, mode.)-eduCational aide, relief' (3)
action during- v-rsits; (4) process of (.5) nature of feedback.

%

Senrf-str'Uctured'interyiews explored prpviders' views on' adjustmentS within
_the hope and With family-and neighbors, their relationships 'with natural.

, parents, the" r relations'hip with and their -feelings about their
ors were aSked about their role's evolution; its objectiveswork. Vi

,
prbblem-solving with providers, and their feefings abourtheit,.work.

z'
--Questionnaire reSults su,ggest that providers andvisl rs fdr- the

maJority of items, share perc4ptions of the ideal'proyidet.. and frhe 'Weal
visitor, and of the actual provid,er and actual visitorc.1\ ,,

. ,

Fa ,
,

4r

Provider's Role

1.--
<Among prorNers4,, there, is -1:nlic:; disa-greement as tg: -.-

(1) how'much afcess.GhilclrePfshould have ,to 'the hollie.,
,

(2) how much separate space sh-otrird. be ptIavide4.for .ea.h*
1-

bel ongings
-

4 !t.(3) how much T.V. watching sliould- be:allowed,
f. .

'how-often the,,ideat provider 4iiould hold a :child on her'
.4*

lap,-to comfort or show affection,
I °

(5)' -how often the ideal provider should talk about,feelings:

,

. A

J'

Sl

.

it A.
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..

( ,

,. .chan e-their methods, ',. ,.
*

12).-:howoften materials shOuld be brought tpstke home,. ,

,
, .

(3) ;how often visitors should mind the children so pro4ders ,'..

,44
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Providers may be dissatisfied with thei,r actual behaVior in regard t

(1) 'how muCh separate space they rovtde,-

. (2) how often they,read.to children,:

'(3) how often they do "messy' activities,

(4) how often they talk about fe'lingS. with cli-i-Idren, snd

i(5) how much outdoor play space hey have.

Visitors may have different ideals than providers in regard to:

(1) howlch separate space should be provided-for each child's

belongings,

(2) bow often children should be held to be comforted or receive

affection,

(3) how often children should be allowed -to A:iso- foul language..

N
Visitors agreed with what providers saw as areas of dissatisfaction

with providers' actual vior.- In addition, visitors alone maybeka.
dissatisfied-with'provider's actqal behavior in regar,d. LO:. ;

(1) how often providers.take,trips,

(2ip,Kow often providers have childreq,participate in house-

hold achvities, A

(3)' how often children are allow.0 to use foul language.

Vis.itor's Role

Among providers there is ome disagreement as t :

.0, 0

(1) hoW often visitors shou'ld persuade or convince them to

4
have a

,
,'

(4), how much bf vis . the visitor should listen 'while provider

) shows, tells, asks, *

(5) how dffen visitors'should offer supportive comments

1.,
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Providers 6ay be dissatisfied with visitors actual behavior in

regard tcp:.

(t) how often visitors persuade providers,

(2) how 'often visitors Criticize providers,
,

(3) how often visitors show how to use household materials for

Olay/educational purposes, e.,

(4) how often visitors show how to share household experiences

as learnipg experiences,

() how often visitors show how to talk with children,

(6) how much of Visit,-providers, v-isitors, and children all
6wor,together,

(7 ) how mdch If visit, visitors mind children so provt6r can

rest.

Visitors may have derent ideals than providers in regard to:

(1) how often.visitors should pick up on previous conversation,

-(2) how often visitors should mind -children so provider' can rest.

Visitors may bf dissatisMed with their own behaqior in 'Vegard to:

(1) how''bften they visit,

(2) how .f.ten they pia up on previous conVersation,

(3) how often,they bring play materials,

(4) how nuch of vi§it they allowyrodders to cr'iticize,

(5)

(6)

( 7 )

...

how often they persuade providero,

how Often they show how, to use h ehold materials for

play/educational purposes,

how often they show how.to share'hOkehold ,experiences

as learning experiences;

k

.1
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A__mendix

c

In the guestionnairelpreseqed in ..the.appendix ..tho Ideal cblumn,..
appear'ing-'to ihe right Of each 1t4 in the Original-, has been..,Omi*.ted.

The Tdeal _colUmn dupli:cate'd the choices in the, ict'ual column,".and added

a 'phrase, ."How often sh9uld a farrilly day care mo-ther . .?" , or

"How often should a home visitor ...v.?"

93
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ACTUALLY

almost anywhere in home
only in common rooms
(ki tchen , 1 iv i ng room)

wily' in play area or
bedroom

each day
several times a week_

several times a month

. same rOom with them
within seeing distance
(room next door),

within shouting distance
-(i.e. downstairs)

lots df"p1aces, beyondl
shouting distance
limited to yard or side- )
walk by home
have, to make,a-special
trip to play- area

almost every Week
about once a month
not that often

within half-hour from
,day' to day

within an hour from
day to day
changes more than an
hour from day to day

whenever they like to
only at certain times
hardly ever

S.

(3

Provider"Role

ITEM

89

T., Where does the day care mother permit
the children to spread, out their toys
and play in her home?

2. How often does'the 4y care mother
plan activities for,the children?

z

3.. How close does the day cai\e mother usually
stdy to the children whllOthey're
playing?

9

-r

4. How many places are nearby where the
children can play safely-outdoors
when they want?

L.

5. How often does the day care mother get
to take the children on trips (to museum,
stores, fire station, etc.)?

6.

7.

Do the children as a gropp, play,'eat.
and rest at the same time each day, or
at different times? (What's.the'day care
mother's,schedule like?)

'How often does the day care mother let
thexkildren.play' things,,like
pots and pap's, shoes and hats,, and so. on?

94
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ACTUALLY

Same day
.-sometimes that week
not that often

lots of toys
one or two toys
others can play with toys
anytime

almost every day
several times a week
not that often

yes , for each child
for some 'of the children.
no, their things are all
stored together in a shared
space

dt least an hour a day.
15-30 mindtes a day
not that often

many times a day_

ITEM

s,

c 8. If the children wanted to do something
special that the day care mother hadn't
planned, how often would she let them
do it?

10.

11.

About how many"toys does each child keep
in the home that are hisown, that no
one else can play'With unless he or
she lets them?

How often does_the day care mother find
wals"for the Children to help her while
she is cooking,'cleaning house, or'
doing household tasks?

Does the day care mother make a separate
place for each child in which to,keep
his or her belongings and in which he/she
can put his or her things?

12. How much tiMe does the'day care mother
jpend alone.with _each child, whether
Ws-talking &' just doing things to-gether?

13. How often does the day care mother join
in the play activities of the children,
such as drawing-pictures, Singing, playing
house or "doctor "?

14. How often does the day care mother hold
a child on.her lap, for example, when
she's comforting, Ariatching T,V., or i'eadin ?

.15. How often does the day care mother read
to the.children?

'

several times a day
, not that often

several times a day
several times a week
not that often

almost every day
several times ameek
not tha.t.f ten

3 Wurs a day or more
every Aay, less than 3
-hours
several days a4veek or
Fess

16. How much time does'the day care mother
a1164 the children to watch T V.?
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ACTUALLY

many times a day
several ,times each day
not that often

almost every day
several times a week
not that often

almost every day
several times a week -

not'that -often

almost every time
sometime's

ever

many.times a day
--several times a day,

. not that often

many times a day
. several times a day

that Often

whenever they want
only if chdld is angry
-hardly ever

about'an hour a illay
about 15-30 minutes a day
nOt that often

4

ITEM

4

91

17, How often does the day care mother,
find waYs to teach the children ideas
like colort, shapes+ names of objects+
.letters, etc.?

18. HoW often do the children paint,,play.
with Water, or do other messy sorts of
things zin the day care home?

19. How often does V* day care mother talk
to the children about their feelings,
such as their fearS, worries, or likes
and dislikes?

20.- Uow.often does the day,care mother
I. Jliscourage boys from plaYing with a

feminine toy like a dolly, or discourage
girls from playing with a masculine
.toy 1-ike a gun?

21. How often does the day care mother praise
-a 'child when he or she does something
well, triesOyis,sor her best, or behaves Well?

:

Nq: Row often-does the,day'care mother find
.ways So that the chlldren-can show or
teach each other how to behave or do
sometgF0- .

-

Adw often does the day care mot,4erJallow
- the children fo use foul langu?

-N

24. How often d6ring the day when the children.
are,in -tbe home does the day care mother,

-take time cit for a break or-rest?
, /

,

96;
,
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ACTUALLY

once a week
at leaSt once a month
not that often

more than two,hours
one or two hours
15 minutes hour

more than 1/2 of visit

less than 1/2 of visit

hardly at all

almost every visit
som4 visits
hardly ever

wheneverJDCM asks
sometimes when FDCM asks
not that often

whenever ask14 fbr
sometimes
hardly ever

almost every visit
some visits
not that often

almost eVecy Visit, for
a part
part of some visits
hardly ever

more'than 1/2' of visit

less than 1/2 of visit,
several Minutes
hardly at all

almost every visit
-occasional visits
'rarely

Tt

VISITOR ROLE

ITEM

1. How often dovou visit the family
day care mother?

2. How long do you stay for a visit?

For how much of a vIsit doiyou play or
work directly with the children alone?

When,you visit, how, often do you
bring play or educational materials?,

5. How often do you get the day care
mother whatever supplies she's requested
or.expressed a need for?

6. HOW often do you\-give day care mothets,
the names of people or places to contact
when she wants extra help either for a

child, for preparing special events,
or for herself as day care mother?

How often do you show the day care Olother
how to do activities,with the,children or
demonstrate for her how to involve them'
in an activity?

8. Hbw often do you mind the children so
the day care mother can-have a bre.
or rest?

How much of a typiCal.visit involves you,
the children, and the day care mother
trying out activities or all talking

.tRatqe.

, 10. How often do you pick.up on or bring
up in conversation what you and the day
care mother talked about or did in the
last visft?

r
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ACTUALLY

more than._balf
less than half
hardly at all

almost every visit
some visits
hardly ever

almoSt every-visit
some of the visits

. hardly ever

many times each visit
4

several times each visit
not that often

for most conflicts
for: some conflicts
hardly ever

93

ITEM

11. How much of the visit do you show, ask,
or tell the day care mother your,ideas
as she litens or watches?

12. How often do you offer the da3) care
mother concrete, practical advice about
HOw to handle. a child?

. 13. Now often' do yop show the day care mother
how to share wfth the children what the day'
care mother.does ordinarily around thee
house, turning it.into a learning ex-
.Orience for the children?

14. How often do you make cOmments that
support the day care mother's efforts,
decisions, anCconfidence as a family
day Care mother?

15. How ofien'do you fntervene or.take care
of disagreements, misunderstandings, or
conflicts between day care mother and
the child's parents?

How often ,does---the day care mother feel
frustrated or dissatisfied with the,answers
or responses you give her?

17. How often do. you show the day care mother
how to talk, with a chil4, in order to
betterynderstand a child's thoughts

. or feelings or needs?

during or after most visits 16.

duriqg or after some vi-sits
--TDCM'usually satisfied

almost every viit
some vis'fts

.hardly ever

almosl every visi't
some visits'
.hardly ever'

more than ½ of visit
less than k of visit,
several minutes, 10-15

/ minutes
) not that often

. 18. How often do you suggest ways or show
day care mother how to use what she
has around the house for toys 6r play
or educational Materials?

19. '1How often during .a visit do you listen
to what the day caYe mother has to show,
tell, Or ask? 4

,

4?
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ACTUALLY

almost every visit
some of'the visits,
hardly ever

almost every visit
some visits
hardly every

almost every Visit
only some visits
hardly ever

almost each visit
some visits
hardly ever

more than half a visit'
less than hW a visit
hardly ever

almost,every visit
some of the visits
rarely

e-

!,

ITEM

20. Now often do you criticize the way
the family day care mother works with
the children?

21. How often do you share withilthe day
care mother information about child
development, what to expect from dif-,
ferent a.ges of children or reasons for
children's behavior?

22. How,much opportunity do you give the
day care mother to disagree with or 1,
criticize your point of view or to tell
how she feels about the home visits?

How often do you pay attention to the
day care mother's own child's adjust-
ment to the other children?

\23.

24. How much of the visit do you spend
priwarily with the day yre mother,
focusing on how she feels about being
day care mother and on herToncerns?

25. How often do you try to persuade or
convince the day care mother to change
her.methods of teaching.or disciplining
the children?
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